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Alex Dragulescu, Art Code
Marco Mancuso

code art, his attitude, which is both
analytical and connected to the live
event and to an aesthetic research
with very strict formal codes. As
Valentina Tanni wrote in her article:
“The criterions that inspired the
project come from information
visualization , a well-known discipline
that studies the video transposition of
data (of any type: scientific, statistic,
economic). Dragulescu approach is
gone further than a conversion of the
material into forms and colours. His
attempt is to produce visualizations
that are also evocative, with an artistic
and aesthetic side and not only an
experimental and technical one,
particularly successful the spambased architectures.”

We have already talked about the
software artist Alex Dragulescu. As a
matter of fact Valentina Tanni
brilliantly presented the Romanian
USA-based artist in the n°17 Digimag
issue (September), describing his
work with code, his poetic and
aesthetic.
You can read the article at
www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?i
d=406. So this is a sort of second
episode, a sequel, to fulfil the
descriptive picture of Alex Dragulescu
from his software and projects.
Internet  in comparison to traditional
press  allows me to do it and I’m
pleased to do it.
I thought it would be interesting to
talk with Alex, to understand his way
of working and his world, his
approach straddling art code and

.

Marco Mancuso: What data
visualization mean for you in the
3

current contest of societies
connected through data, shared
aesthetic visuals and new digital art
forms? Why, in your opinion, does
everyone seem to be interested in a
certain kind of visualization of digital
data and everyone thinks it’s a new
form of abstract art?

animation. I realized I could work
much faster by myself with just the
computer. Plus I had this nice feeling
as if I was still working in my sleep,
since I would leave the computers
rendering at night. Maya and Flash
were the tools that transitioned me
towards the procedural side of
animation and design. After
graduating I worked for two years as
an interactive designer/developer in
Internet companies. There, I started
using web programming and
relational databases. In graduate
school, the transition towards the
procedural was complete.

Alex Dragulescu: We are trying to
make sense of the multitude of
information and data around us. We
are trying to understand by finding
new ways of looking, exploring
various
visual
vocabularies.
Algorithms and databases are actively
shaping our consumption, our social
processes and finally our realities.
Data visualization is the vocabulary,
the communication protocol of the
database society. We are also bored
with linear, mostly narrative
experiences… we are looking for
interactive, open-ended experiences.
Marco Mancuso: Can you tell me
something about your technical and
artistic training? When did you start
studying generative processes?

.

Marco Mancuso: Some of your
celebrated works (Respam, Spam
Plant, Spam Architecture) focalize on
the architectonical visualization
concept in a potentially infinite 3-D
space of spam material. Why are you
so involved in spam material? It seems
like a superfluous worship in an era
where Western Countries are full of
spurs and audio and video informative

Alex Dragulescu: In the university I
studied Cinema and Photography, Art
and Art History. I actually shot only
two films on celluloid. My first was a
silent film shot on a 16mm camera
used in World War II. The second one
was a hand-drawn animated film shot
with a 16mm animation stand. After
that, I taught myself computer
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material

data. Spam is a data source that’s
perpetually mutating and is very
challenging to work with because you
never know what you will get. It
usually breaks my original mapping
schema which forces me to re-think
the way I was previously working.

Alex Dragulescu: I used to get over
200 spam messages a day at one
point and I was really being careful
about my email address not being
available in text, on the web.
Everyone hated it because it is such a
veritable assault on our email habitat.
No one had the time to read them but
some of these messages were
masterpieces of Dadaist poetry that
even Tristan Tzara would have been
jealous he didn’t write.
Tim Jaeger and I decided that it was
an interesting phenomenon that
needed some artistic commentary so
we started collecting it in order to use
it for visual performances. Spam is the
glorification of a certain aesthetic that
I am attracted to: the aesthetic of the
noise, the artifact, the discarded data,
the automatic, the procedural. It’s a
knee-jerk reaction because I live in a
society obsessed with perfection and
airbrushing, that carefully handmodels and designs to satisfy the
focus group. If you think about it,
spam is just an alternative advertising

.

Marco Mancuso: How do these
projects work? And how do you use
the code in your projects?
Alex Dragulescu: For the Spam Plants
and Spam Architecture series there is
a small PHP script that extracts,
quantifies and prepares the
information for a Maya plug-in I wrote
that executes the drawing. The spam
message is analyzed in several ways.
First the program looks at the header
of the message. The header is the
hidden part of the message and
contains various information the
server that sent it, the type of
message, a unique message id. There
is always a header no matter how
short the message is. The script takes

channel which works for a small
percent of the receivers. There was a
study that showed that people
actually buy the stuff spammers try to
sell. Television broadcasters are
spammers too but they have an
official license. In terms of
visualization, it is convenient when
one tries to visualize a finite set of
5

some of these fields of information
and transforms them into attributes
for the plant algorithm.

the position, direction, color and
intensity of the lights, types of
shadow.

For example any IP addresses found in
the header are used for the final color
of the plant. I wanted the shape and
the size of the plant to vary based on
the message and the color to ‘betray’
the originating address. Some
examples of attributes that are
determined by the script parsing the
body of the message include: The
time the message was sent
determines the age of the plant (a
global attribute that controls how
long the petals, the twigs, the leaves
grow) the sum of the ASCII values of
the “subject:” field determines how
curly the petals are the sum of ASCII
values of the from field determines
the size of the beginning of the petal
the sum of ASCII values of the “to:”
field determines the size of the end of
the petal the total number of tokens
(chunks of text separated by the
SPACE character) determines the
density of the plants.

.

Marco Mancuso: Are you interested in
the formal aesthetic result of your
works? Or are you interested the most
in the creation process of the machine
rendered to precise inputs? In other
words, do you realize works of art or
artistic code projects?
Alex Dragulescu: I am interested in
both of course. Nowadays I find it
hard to separate them. When I VJ with
Brecht, the code is foregrounded and
it becomes part of the aesthetics. I
find that developing algorithms and
then implementing them by writing
code is a very rewarding and very
creative endeavor. I am not a code
purist but in the same time code is
not just a tool. I sometimes write ugly
code to finish my idea. I choose the
shortest path to the completion of a
project. I like high-level languages and
stand on other people’s shoulders by

For the Architecture generator, all
structures start with a cube. The
message is analyzed character by
character and according to my
mapping schema each character
triggers a different 3D modeling
operation such as the tessellation of a
face, the erasure of a vertex, the
extrusion of an edge. Other attributes
mentioned above are used to control
6

using their libraries. I am foremost an
artist and I don’t need to write it in
Assembly unless the conceptual
dictates it.

major project you use music as an
input, to be more specific you use
“Trio C-Major for Piano, Violin, and
Cello” by Mozart. Different colours
represent different instruments while
every fragment of the reproduced
forms represents a single note with
characteristics such as speediness and
endure that control the development
of these forms. I think this project is a
sort of preliminary step to live
performances,
where
audio
component control the video
component. So what do you think
about the use of generative art and
code in live audio-video performances
as artists such as Lia, Marius Watz, and
Drexto do? Are you interested in it?

Marco Mancuso: Is your code
determined by strict commands to
obtain precise aesthetic outcomes or
is there room for random instructions
and,
consequently,
random
outcomes?
Alex Dragulescu: My projects are
data-driven, so the data influences
tremendously the aesthetic results.
My process is a constant push and pull
of modeling and mapping the data
through code gestures. I find it more
interesting to manipulate the
mapping schemas than using random
numbers or solely mathematical
systems in order to create visuals. A
lot of my projects function also as a
simulation, where after initial settings
are defined, the data is introduced
through the system producing visuals.

Alex Dragulescu: There are a lot of
artists doing amazing work with video
loops, analog mixers, live
programming, rule-based systems
and/or data-driven systems. For my
next VJ project I want to create a
crowd-driven performance. I am
trying to explore other input and
decision mechanisms. Using both
computer vision techniques and
gyroscopic devices given to the
audience I would like to surrender
partial control over the authorship of
the performance. It is partial because I
will still create the platform, the
software environment that will
process the input/output. I want to
challenge a bit the current VJ model
of person(s) at laptops/mixers “video
preaching” to the masses.

.

Marco Mancuso: In the Extrusion in C
7

The result, the text that comes back is
analyzed and is used to create
objects, behaviors and graphic
gestures. The console where the VJ
enters text is superimposed over the
visual landscape. The conversation
with the database is thus visible.
Additionally, I can write Java code to
alter these objects and when
parameters are changed their values
are displayed. Syntax or connection
errors are also displayed. The software
is named after Bertold Brecht who
wanted theatre to provoke thought
and have the audience always aware
that they are watching a play. He used
to hang a banner that said “You are
watching a play” during the
performances of his plays. The
console in Brecht, the software, works
similarly.

.

Marco Mancuso: Well, can you tell me
something more about your software
for vj, Brecht? I’m quoting from your
Web site: “real time queries and code,
server transition logs and syntax
errors transcend their textual form
becoming narrative deeds”
Alex Dragulescu: Most VJs use
hardware or software tools whose
interfaces are invisible to the
audience. They are either physically
turning knobs or virtually moving
sliders to alter the visuals. Brecht
exposes the process, the interface,
and the code that generates the
visuals, the parameters and the spam
material which moves from text to
image, from stillness to movement,
from abstract to real. In part, the
practice of live programming tries to
address this issue. What is unique
about Brecht is that it is using SQL,
the database query language to
manipulate visuals. The VJ queries a
database of spam emails.

.

Marco Mancuso: With “What I did last
summer” and “Blogbot” you focalize
on texts and words. You do the same
with “Algorythms of the absurd”,
where you took the material from Karl
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Marx’s “Communist Manifesto” and
from some communism icons.
Nowadays there is a lot of interest in
phenomena such as blogs, artificial
communities, new form of multimedia
connection and sharing (Web 2.0) but
there is no interest in digital
contemporary art and Internet society
social and political efforts. Why are
you so interested in spreading your
vision of the world, your political
thoughts, and your ideas on social
life?

make political statements still
assumes a political stance. Consider
then her or his tools, history and
background. I do think it’s important
for the contemporary artist to actively
participate in a dialogue with society. I
find it hard not to tackle political or
social issues because we live in
interesting and complex times.
Technology and information makes it
easier to witness the formation of
new social and political phenomena.
There are so many opportunities and
entry points to engage such issues.
Critical thinking, commentary and
debates increase awareness and in
the end benefit all of us.

Alex Dragulescu: In a sense, all art is
political. It is hard to create work
that’s completely self-referential,
self-reflexive and disconnected from
the rest of the world. Even somebody
making images with fractals for the
sake of their beauty and refusing to

http://www.sq.ro/
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The Technological Beauty
Alessandra Migani

from its contemplation of the
“beautiful nature”. To the classical
Greek, in the creative moment, the
intellect express the idea , so an ideal
beauty that isn’t natural, but rather
the result of an operation of the artist
that unites in a subject the spread
elements of beauty existing in
different real individualities. The ideal
beauty is the expression of a concept,
a thought translated in image, a
message of harmony, a noble
simplicity and quiet size “.

In the creating scene of New York
emerge withouth any doubt a Soho
studio, where the director Arvind
Palep and the producer Serge Patzak
direct 1st Avenue Machine, an agency
that realizes spots and music videos in
computer graphic and 3D animation
since 2004.

Arvind Palep ‘s idea is the base of the
intents of the studio, that is create a
new aesthetic that pushes over the
barriers of the computer graphic in its
interaction with the live action.
Thanks to this intent, achieved time
after time, our perception of
spectators gets more and more
dimmed between what is real and
what is artificially created.

The first time I see Alias video, Sixes
Last, I’m captured by the beauty of a
new and lively nature, imprisoned in
an orchestrated dance, pulsing
harmony and rhythm. I do not even
know how, but thanks to the cultural
substrate of my own, due to my
studies, the theories of the neoclassic
German critic J. J. Winkelmann come
into my mind.
There’s something magical in this
video and I think the artist as a
composer that realizes its own work
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single plant seems an instrument with
eyes, a new creature that answer
perfectly the tones of the track. The
natural rhythm, altered and
accelerated, adapts to a new system.
The organic fuses with the
technologic and the artificial, in a
concert to mechanical nature. The
images match perfectly with the
electro-ambient music of the
musician and producer Brendon
Whitney , Alias . This music video took
part in the program Cinema
Electronica of Res fest 2005 and travel
around the world thank to the festival
itself.

.

The immense beauty of the natural
creatures present in the botanic
garden of New York is a starting point
towards a new elaboration in the 1st
Avenue Machine . Shot with an HDV
camera, the video sees the light in
studio mixing 3ds Max and V-Ray.
Here, without disturb for far theories,
there’s no more nature imitation,
rather a real reprise of the nature
completed by the presence of
artificial creatures.
We’re in front of a technologic
reproduction, the how-nature. Every

11

the new reality and continue their
movements and dancing to the
rhythm of a techno track by Chris
Clarke (Warp Records) . Biological
alteration, amplifier and plates
become one with the men around the
Tokyo streets. The spot is a mix of CG
and live-action, shooted in “guerrilla
style”.
.

The Adidas spot realized this March is
created by the agency 180
Amsterdam and 1st Avenue Machine .
Some footballers have an armor
generated with computers on their
body that brakes when they kick the
ball and then composes again.
Everything happens in a bright white
background with a classical music
comment that, both combined,
creates an alter dimension, a sort of
technologic paradise.

.

In July has been published Quinn , a
fruit soft drink. It’s been shot in three
days at El Yunque, the tropical forest
of Portoriquo , near San Juan . There’s
an exceptional nature, almost
paradisiacal, where photorealistic
fruits generates a delicious red liquid.
Every plant contributes to the work, in
an orchestral musical where artificial
and organic cohabitate in a renovate
relationship. All the intents of the New
York studio are found here: the limits
between
synthetic
biology,
nanotechnology and artificial
intelligence completely.

The protagonist is the new model
+F50 TUNIT and the world campaign
has seen the participation of
footballer such as Djbril Cisse (Francia)
and Jermain Defoe (Gran Bretagna),
Kevin Kuryani ( Germania ) and Arjen
Robben (Gran Bretagna) .
During this May the studio realized
the Mtv music awardscampaign in
Japan ” Transform Japan “. A series of
guys has the bodies suddenly
composed by machine. Without being
surprised, they accept immediately

The last project by has its own name,
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and it’s a reflection of the concept
that everyone has a personal
“electronic” assistant, such as iPod or
PDA. The concept is expressed by the
visualization of a street scene in
Manhattan , where some pedestrians
have a sort of personal robot. Serge
Patzak affirm: “Our aim is to create
different “looks” that no one as ever
seen before. In particular, we want to
use 3D to push the organic and
mechanic aesthetic, saw in our work
in a new and innovative manner”.

this concept and every project and
new artistic work it is the result of a
collective work. The technology
creates artificial paradise that are a
solo with nowadays nature, as the
botanic garden of NY or the
Puertorico paradise are. Life is game,
color, reality, fiction, and what
happens around us covered by
rhythm and new essence. As in the
works of the studio of graphic
animation most innovative in the
planet: 1st Avenue Machine.

The technologic artists, or aesthetic
contemporary researcher, work on
www.1stavemachine.com
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About My Space Vjing
Elena Bianchi Vairani

the definition of Wikipedia –
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MySpac
e, defining MySpace as a social
networking website offering an
interactive, user-submitted network
of friends, personal profiles, blogs,
groups, photos, music, and videos and
share all of it with other users, making
friends and promoting yourself
through an internal mailing system.
Recently, many newspapers have
talked about it for many reasons.
Users have expressed their opinion
and complaints through forums and
on-line magazines, so I asked myself
what Myspace really was and what
the people who gain from it think
about it : musicians, DJ, VJ and
filmmakers .

According to Wikepedia, it is currently
the world’s fourth most popular
English-language website, the sixth
most popular website in any
language, with a news story claiming
106 million accounts on September
2006.

It can be a community, a web site
devoted to social networking, a chat
or, even, as it has been defined, a trap
for teenagers, the end of privacy or an
evolved form of self-promotion or
spam, MySpace has, since the
beginning, proposed itself as a social
tool, choosing as its claim “a place for
friends’”, focusing on friendship, one
of the noblest and most personal
feelings man has.

.

According to BusinessWeek –
http://www.businessweek.com/mag
azine/content/05_50/b3963001.htm,

My research on MySpace started from
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web sites as MySpace and its ancestor
Buzz-Oven, help you set social
identities, representing a place where
creating a bit of interest around what
people do really, creating a network
of friendships and contacts which will
be difficult to develop otherwise.

After the success, come the interest
of multinationals; up to become the
phenomenon it represents now.

Since the beginning, MySpace has
distinguished itself for being a true
home for musicians, DJs, new singers,
filmmakers and artists who, this way,
could have a shot. Meanwhile, it has
always been under strict observation
as a privileged promotion channel for
commercial interests, even if it is
difficult for societies to approach this
kind of network.

.

Secondo altre fonti invece, MySpace
sarebbe di proprietà di Spam 2.0 e
Tom Anderson non sarebbe altro che
il prodotto di un lavoro di PR, una
sorta di mascotte creata per dare
un’idea di familiarità al sito di
un’azienda che si occupa di pop-up
advertising, spam, spyware etc.. La
maggior parte degli utenti crede che
MySpace sia nato a casa di Tom,
mentre per altri MySpace non sarebbe
altro che una geniale bugia, una nuova
forma di spam evoluto.

Questions like “Who’s MySpace?” and
“Who’s Tom?” spring to mind to
anyone who sign in MySpace, as his
photo appears in your top-friends of
your new account. There are two
stories. According to the first one,
Tom Anderson is a musician of Santa
Monica-California, with a diploma in
cinematographic art, who, in
collaboration with Chris DeWolfe della
Xdrive Inc. has planned a website in

Creato quindi da Chris DeWolfe, che
fino al 2001 ha lavorato per la Xdrive
Technologies Inc., Tom Anderson il
volto ufficiale di MySpace appunto,
sarebbe il copyeditor del dipartimento
di marketing dell’azienda di DeWolfe.
Il MySpace che noi conosciamo
sarebbe nato nel 2002 dopo il lancio
di Friendster, un altro social

which musicians could interchange
their music and fans could chat with
their favourite artists. Anderson was
responsible for music and cinema and
had different friends in Hollywood ,
among which models, actors and
musicians. He asked them to join the
community. Within a year each star
had his personal page on MySpace.
15

networking di successo.

http://www.banfacebook.com/mysp
ace/what-you-did-not-know-bout-myspace/ where you can find
that it isn’t such a spontaneous
success as it seems.

E sempre su questa linea ci sono altre
pagine, che elencano quelle che sono
state riportate da più siti come le cose
che non sai riguardo a MySpace,
http://www.banfacebook.com/mysp
ace/what-you-did-not-know-bout-myspace/ , tra cui leggiamo che
non è un successo così spontaneo
come sembra.
According to other sources, MySpace
is Spam 2.0′s property and Tom
Anderson is just a PR. A sort of mascot
conceived to give an idea of
familiarity to the web site of a society
taking care of pop-up advertising,
spam, spy ware etc. The majority of
users believe MySpace was born
because of Tom, while according to
others MySpace is just a brilliant lie, a
new form of evolved spam.

.

On the 15 th of September 2006 ,
PcWorld, which doesn’t love
MySpace, put it at its first place in its
classification for the worst websites of
the
world
(
http://www.pcworld.com/article/id,1
27116-page,8-c,sites/article.html ) . I
don’t want to focus neither on the
economic aspect nor on issues related
to it, nor to various disputes filling Us
portals.
http://www.consumeraffairs.com/ne
ws04/2006/06/ftc_myspace.html ),
but rather analyse the potentialities of
this networking for DJs and
filmmakers, famous and not, who
seem to capitalize MySpace’s services.

Conceived by, Chris DeWolfe , who,
up to 2001 has been working for
Xdrive Technologies Inc., Tom
Anderson , the official face of
MySpace, should be the copyeditor of
the marketing department of
DeWolfe’s society. The MySpace we
know maybe was born in 2002 after
the launch of Friendster , another
successful social networking.
And there are many other pages
listing what many web sites have
reported as “what you didn’t know
about
MySpace”,

It seems it was the presence of
celebrities one of the reasons of
MySpace success. Meanwhile, its
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music session helped many artists to
change their careers thanks to the
popularity get. Or legends as, as it
seem, for the case of the pop singer
Lily Allen .

.

It is difficult to have a precise opinion
on the matter, even after what we
reported, because very often
something created for an aim turns
involuntarily into something different
from the original idea and dealing
with real persons, (as in this case) all is
possible.

There are different books concerning
MySpace
(
http://ask-leo.com/store/Books/MyS
pace ). The Wall Street Journal
announces the end and the abandon
of it from many users owing to its
success in a network too big and not
too “personal”.

We have asked many musicians, DJs,
VJs and filmmakers from all over the
world their opinion and we will have
their answers next week. We carried
out a survey unique in its kind, for the
first time in Italy directly from inside
MySpace, in order to know in a direct
way ideas and opinions, projects and
vantages, strategies and dreams of a
new generation of artists auto
promoting and sharing their audiovideo releases within internet.

17

Interfacce, Interactive Comunication
Miriam Petruzzelli

with the collaboration of the Rome
Conservatory “S. Cecilia”, Interfacce
as been a manifestation by the
interdisciplinary content, promoted as
a model for the promotion of
creativity-innovation, basical element
of next competitive and soustainable
developments in the ICT, cultural
industry and Experience-Design
sectors and in general in the
communication mediated by a
machine.

Dynamic and provokative, but also
strong and sober. This is the
Interfacce style, Roman show about
mediated communication languages,
this year at its sixth edition.

It is not a case that near forums and
panels of theory created with
traditional settings (?), there’s a full
calendar plenty of initiatives. Real
occasions of comparison and contact
between experts and curious,
professionals and managers with the
objective to promote the meeting of
young, institutions and worlds of
information, research and industry,
with a new, convincing formula.

Photography, video, movie and
special effects, electro music,
modelling and 3D animation, the Net
and man-machine interation are the
principal discussed themes. The
inauguration was last October at Tor
Vergata University of Rome
contemporary with the Interactionday , the first collateral event
dedicated to the design in the
interation between human beeings
and computers. Cospicuos the
istitutional participation, but
interesting as well the presence of
significative social actors that gives a
tone to the rassign. Organized by
Mifav from Tor Vergata University ,
18

machine, so the rapport between
“people” and “places” mediated by the
technology, between the scenery and
the
way
to
interactive
communication. And in general the
design of “experiences”. A sort of
resonance of the new Renaissance, of
whom Interfacce wants to be petition
evenkeeping an “alpha release”
profile.

.

The workshops , for example, realized
in collaboration with the Master in
Advanced Technologies of Interactive
Communications , oriented to the
production world and the contests to
promote the young talents under 36.
The proclamation to the participation
ends the 15 th of November are found
on the manifestation website.
Between the other events, the cinema
debate called Cinekorto and the
exhibition Fotoesordio .

Two sides: the first one was about the
progress state of the “future vision”.
From Knowledge Navigator by Apple,
to Minority Report , they get to
commercial reifications of Philips
Design marked products.

An event that proposes a moment of
reflection and redefinition of the
rapport/interaction between man and

19

with Wii by Nintendo , the interaction
and experience design in the
videogame are more debated in this
second panel.
During the exhibition have been
presented the books Theories and
Practice in Interaction Design by their
editor Sebastiano Bagnara and Gillian
Crampton Smith , and Information
Design by its author Massimo Botta.
Medialab and Interaction Day(s
)Awards prizes have been handed out,
while an exhibition of prototypes
realized by the students of mediated
communication and IxD was
accessible.

.

The second about the commercial
face of this phenomena . Why didn’t
this product penetrate the mass yet
after twenty years? Which are the
future directions of the experience
and interaction design? These seem
the most interesting questions. But
when the mass could be easily
pierced by the videogame, where a
more natural situation began recently

http://interfacce.mifav.uniroma2.it
http://taci.mifav.uniroma2.it
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Laurent Marques: Electro Head World
Silvia Scaravaggi

animation Subsynchronous Whirl was
born from the idea of a demo. In 2006
Subsynchronous 2: Reloaded come.
Marques currently is exploring the
opportunity of the Actionscripts of
Flash tied with the use of the
interactivity. I managed to call Laurent
and to talk to him about these
themes, from his beginnings as a
graphic designer and his first studies
in fixed images and his first
collaboration, to his last project and
detailed study of a common language,
at this point, such as the Flash one, to
obtain successful results not only on a
technical level but also on an emotive
communication level, within the
interaction design. Talking to Marques
his artistic and cultural references
emerge clearly, made by cinematic
deferments to great director such as
Lynch, Lang, Kubrick, Tarkowski but
also his interests, which refer not only
to a more detailed study of the
dialogue between sound and images
but also and above all to an analysis of
what is the future of films, of
cinematography on web or per
software, of the opportunity, of the
interactive dialogue with the public.

“My shorts of animation are like
dreams transformed into a colour
picture. I like exploring different
methods and tools. The digital
combined with video, sound, 3D in an
artistic way gives me a unique way to
explore the unconscious with a touch
of sensibility and emotion. The light
and the plot are my pencils as in the
remaining of a 16mm films.”  Laurent
Marques
Laurent Marques was born in
Bordeaux ( France ) in 1971. He worked
in the advertising graphics for over 12
years. In 1996 began to work with the
artist and sound designer Patrick
Malinguaggi. In 2002 after many 3D
and audio experiments, the video-
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I worked on the fix images for a long
period but one day the movement
fascinated me: I had seen Eraserhead
of David Lynch at the telly. So I began
to work on the “time”. After effects
becomes my instrument for the
motion graphic. I knew that a sound
could stay on an image but I didn’t
know how to make it. One day Patrick
played me some tracks of his: a classic
concert. We worked on a midi with an
Atari ST and Cubase. That day we
talked about my work and our
collaboration began.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: starting from the
beginning, from the collaboration
with the artist and musician Patrick
Malinguaggi, how did you begin to
work together? What have inspired
you?

It was 1996. The first collaboration
with Patrick was like a game demo,
with
a
graphic,
painting,
photograph we even knew what we
were doing!!! Later when I found out
the author’s cinema, I recalled the
magic of the images and sound,
above all in the work of Lynch, who
has always influenced me, as Akira
Kurosawa, Stanley Kubrick (2001 A
Space Odyssey, was my fetish film,
regarding sperimentation on images
and soundtrack), Fritz Lang, Wim
Wenders, and later Andrei Tarkovsky.
According to me, Tarkovsky is a
genius, with a film like Solaris, the
Soviet counterpart of 2001 of Kubrick.
Both these directors believe in
something, in something secret, in the
depth of mind. Personally I made this
experience with Patrick because the
sound transmits something abstract
and the image is the contrary but
sometimes it happens the contrary

Laurent Marques: I know Patrick since
we were children. In 1983 I began to
paint and Patrick to play (the
keyboard), but we didn’t know the
implications that we would find
between the two arts. I studied also
informatics, programming, graphics,
but my technique was so immature
that I didn’t find some connections
among painting, music and computer.
Then I began to study biology and
ecology at the university but I wasn’t
satisfied. I decided to do what I
preferred: painting and informatics.
My mother found a connection with
the advertising graphics. It was just
my way. So I studied for 2 years in
academy and found quickly a job. I
became a graphic designer.
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and it’s magic.

Silvia Scaravaggi: I believe that also in
Italy there’s a lot to do for the new
research and the new Medias.
However in the European scenery
something is changing, isn’t it?
Laurent Marques: In the art there’s a
new exchange of ideas, a new
approach, but I believe that the
current art is mostly transversal in
comparison with the past. I mean that
before each art explored the interest
of the moment. With the photography
the painters asked themselves: why
should we go on with the realism?
Why we don’t introduce the
impression of the light rather than
limit ourselves to a realistic picture.
And so the painting become more
sensitive to the environment, to the
world, to politics, the object of the art
become more conceptual or
advertising. Today it’s internet which
is upsetting our current and future
life.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: I would like to talk
about the work which you are working
at
Laurent Marques: At the moment I am
studying the new Medias above all
Flash Actionscript, in order to
communicate all over the world and
cross the French borders. With regard
to the interactivity, I am testing
different possibilities and I am
building I have always found troubles
in France , above all in the south, in
showing my work or sharing
experiences in films, 3D and art
design. Besides I live in a touristy
place. The only positive exchange was
in Paris with Michael Roulier (alias
cinematicfilm.com) my video
Subsychronous is on his site. This
collaboration is obviously free,
underground because this is the
situation of many like me, who deal
with a culture, which in France has not
yet been recognized.

.

Silvia
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Scaravaggi:

how

was

Subsynchronous created?

enough. If I see the Hollywood films, I
realize that they aren’t eternal films; if
I see Metropolis (1972) of Fritz Lang,
instead, I don’t think it is something
obsolete. Lang really created the
seventh art, the cinematic language;
he worked on the vision of the future
(imaging the regime of the Germany
during the 2WW, occurred a little
later). There are all his ideas on the
future of the technologies: the robot,
the city, the production. And he
closed his film with a wonderful
message: “the heart is the medium
between hand and mind”. Obviously
the Fritz Lang’s film would be
technologically better with the
current tools, but I would change
anything.

Laurent Marques: Patrick and I
created Subsynchronous to create a
mutualism between image and sound.
We worked a lot on this concept, in
which the sound has a prominent
position. So I worked according to the
sound that I heard and I asked to
Patrick to create sounds by my ideas.
In my mind the images come before
and then the history is created. I was
influenced by the music since I
painted; the sound speaks to me
about the movement and the
narration. It is a very rare concept in
the cinema industry; only a few of
authors  those who I cited before 
work so. Electronic experimentations,
limbic frequencies, the sound and the
noise translate what cannot be
represented; for example a stretch, a
pressure; dark setting and a beautiful
poem in which is based everything:
“wide awake right now / when I
should be,/ need to be /
unconscious”. (© Toby Thain  21 Feb
2000, 3.25 a .m.).

For this reason my technique on
Subsynchronous is like an antitechnique: with the old, the dirt, and
the rims. The only technically high
element is the 3D, but I worked a lot
to break the perfection which makes
it imaginary. I always say: “I hate the
3D” because it’s too predictable, logic
and it doesn’t permit the coincidence.
So it was a challenge for me to work
in this way. The composition helped
me a lot for the inconveniences, the
light, the depth, the touch of the old
lenses, the plot for films. The
technique gives me the opportunity
to realize my ideas and not the
contrary.

Silvia Scaravaggi: how did your
technique
improve
Subsynchronous?

with

Laurent Marques: I worked on
technique 6 years before starting
Subsynchronous and I’m still working
on the animation. It is an unceasing
learning but the technique isn’t
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the story and create it as you want, as
in your life? If I make it I will go here, if
I make that I will go there. It becomes
something very powerful; each one
can tell what happens in their story.
We can begin to create an interactive
film with Flash. I would like to make
the changing of image and sound
interactive with the mouse. I would
like something organic and smooth.
The interactivity could give pieces of
information to someone and not to
other; it depends on the sensitivity of
each one. I would like to track the
path of these people in order to
understand how they react, what they
feel. I don’t know yet if I will start with
an interactive scene or animation,
with a particular poem, light or
setting. It’s simply a personal
inspiration; the experimentation will
teach me how I can translate these
concepts in work for a new and
interactive web site.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: how do you come
to the interactivity idea? Is it your new
direction?
Laurent Marques: I would have made
a film but it was too much
complicated because it means actors,
stages, nothing of abstract, parts of
ideas or sensations. On the contrary
the videogames have more
perspectives, young people love
videogames. I don’t like them. When I
saw Lost Highway of David Lynch I
understood what my direction was,
how should be a film. The scenes are
as a labyrinth with different
opportunities, pieces of ideas,
abstract images which matched like a
puzzle. But Lynch has never cleverly
said: look, it’s a true story. No, Lynch
believes that every viewer can
perceive a film as they want. So I
thought that if a film must be
perceived, everyone can see a
different story.

.

Silvia Scaravaggi: if you think that the
interactivity could be a utility in the

And so, why don’t we interact with
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art and in the real life, what will be?

Silvia Scaravaggi: Once you said to
me that you believe that telly and
interactive films are the future of the
Medias. Now, how do you see the
future of our Medias?

Laurent Marques: Artistically
speaking, there’s no one. It is a new
art, like the animation. It will have an
artistic code and the code self will
create art. The IMHO developer need
to be first of all artists and then
coders. It’s here that science
culminates in the art, like Leonardo da
Vinci. In the real life the interactivity is
surely useful, because is a vital art
which allows us to perceive the real
world in order to create a new reality
with our mind. People can share and
interact with diverse worlds,
artistically
speaking.
These
experimentations can be used also in
the psychotherapy, in the analysis of
the unconscious, in the science.

Laurent Marques: I see LCD screens
become paper and communicate
without a break with internet,
telephone and television. A LCD
screen is like a book on which we can
move our fingers. You could become
your film on a LCD screen and see the
results on your plasma television. In a
real time!!.

www.electroheadfilms.com
www.cinematicfilm.com
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May 6, 2001
Alessandro Massobrio

to the aesthetic and documentary
implications found in these
techniques of audio reprises.
The acquisition of the sound exteriors
(but also internal, we can think to
medicine) can use different
equipment, more or less professional,
used for example in the journalism
and in the cinema, from putting
together of microphone, headsets,
portable recorder (or computer) to the
use of particular contact microphone
(for example on walls or for the
interceptions) and auriculars, and up
to the choose of instruments for the
scientific research such as
hydrophone, geophone and so on.

The night from 6 th to 7 th May 2001,
Kenneth Kirschner, an American
composer popular for his experiments
of random-infinite reproduction of the
sound, hangs around in the districts of
New York with his equipment for the
audio reprise searching new
inspirations for his works.
From the gained material, which
contains also an important document
of the places of the Manhattan
Financial district, was born a new cd
titled May 6,2001. The work contains 5
tracks for as many interpretations, all
obtained by the same material. It was
published the last September by
And/Oar, a label founded in 2002 and
famous for the field recording lovers.
This label focuses its productions on
audio-reportages documentations,
environmental recordings and sound
minimalism with a particular attention

.

The concept is very simple: to obtain
the sound. We can do it like we want
and according to the quantity of
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delight we have: if we digit on Google
the word “belch”, for example, we
have immediately access to a large
library of recordings, which document
the digestive activity of unknowns.
The range of products for the
environmental recordings is very wide
and the fantasy with which these can
be combined together is almost
infinite. It is demonstrated also by the
spreading of the field recording in
Italy , which is often played with
common instruments such as
portable minidisk, walkman, digital
cameras etc ..

the use of the tape in the so-called
cultured music, where the use of the
without artistry produced audio
material is rather clear, we consider
the electronic pop musical
productions of the last years.
Here the field recording is often used
as a material, which needs digital
processes with a software and in the
most part thought as a particular
sound effect: a type of background or
indiscriminate complaint, which,
mixed with other media, is able to
create random and unexpected
connections which make a
composition, a track, a song more
rich.

Leaving aside the concrete music or
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music, since there were invented
instruments to obtain the sound,
nothing is never new, in comparison
with authority and with records. By
luck!
If we combine the field recording with
the right philosophy of the Open
Source then the trick is done! As
Blanchot would hope, we could see
the disappearance or better the
depletion of the author, that is the
subject which perceives the work (his
object) as a product of any original,
intellectual activities (I’ve made it!)
rather than as the revision of a
material already given. And this is also
worth for the instrumental music if we
consider the idea of type .

.

So many disks, which made the
history of the pop or folk music, can
come in again as of rights in these
categories; it’s enough to think
effortless to the presence of the
environmental recordings in the first
and then in almost all the works of the
Pink Floyd (motorcycles starting in
Atom heart Mother, birds of the
paradise in Ummagumma, breakfasts
in Los Angeles, up to the crowded
cellars in The Final Cut). It is often a
descriptive use of the recordings in
order to create an effect of almost
visible identifying of the listener in an
established context.
Thinking, instead, to labels as
Folkways, engaged from decades to
document and collect the changes of
the sound in the natural and urban
settings, we notice moreover that
there is a restricted art of the field
recording: to go out from home,
travel, listen, and capture sounds. But
this is only an issue of method and at
the end what matters is that in the

.

In each case And/Oar proposes
interesting works both for music
lovers and for the simply snoopers
who want to let themselves with the
ears into geographical differences. An
example is the Marc Behrens and
Paulo Raposo‘s work released in
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October, who shot Lisbon (sound city
already evoked by Wim Venders in his
film Lisbon Story) travelling on ferry
boats and creating a very suggestive
portrait of 23 minutes.

.

It’ s possible to download from the
website of And/Oar the mp3 with the
simple version of 46 minutes at low
resolution and the editing (according
to me it’s very beautiful) realized by
Kirschner based on that material: the
resulting portrait is a deaf and
devastated urban landscape, made
with far and deep echoes and marked
with little sprays of stream which
unveils the geometries of the
buildings.

May 6, 2001 contains five
interpretations which start from the
same starting field recording. Beyond
the Kirschner’s one: Taylor Deupree,
Tomas Korber, Ralph Steinbruekel and
Aaron Ximm. Each interpretation
seems particularly inspired in the
intentions and suggestive reflections
merge also helped by the use of
musical instruments, refined
equalizations, cuts, overlapping or
juxtapositions of simple and
manipulated parts.

The street, the offices, the great
metropolitan spaces are in a strange
atmosphere; it is uncommon in
comparison with the comings and
goings and the industry which
animate the Financial district at that
time: it’s normal that the American
critics were stroke by the similarities
of that silence with the current silence
in Ground Zero.

www.kennethkirschner.com/
www.and-oar.org/
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Club To Club 2006: Internationality Desire
Alex Dandi

Siciliano, Isan, Clark ), German ( Ellen
Allien & Apparat, Sebo K, Carsten
Klemann, Dj Pete ), French ( Agoria )
Scottish ( Alex Smoke ) Chilean (
Riccardo Villalobos ), Mexican (
Murcof ), Austrian ( Cassy ), Spanish (
Alex Under ), Canadian ( Vincent
Lemieux ) and American (Rolando,
Robert Hood) , beyond the usual
group of Italians mostly working in
Turin ( Oxtongue, Drama Society,
Giorgio Valletta, Roger Rama ).

From the 9th to the 11th of November
will take place Club To Club , event
self-defying itself as an international
festival of music and electronic arts.
At its sixth edition, the festival
extends its normal field and from
Turin shifts partly in Berlin , in search
of a middle European connection
marking definitively contemporaneity
of artistic choices.

Together with the ludic part of the
show there is a conceptual part made
up of workshops, projections of
documentaries, installations, among
which stands out a documentary on
the electronic Berliner scene ( Digital
Berlin ) and a lecture by the journalist/
DJ Fabio De Luca on the many
aspects of techno music (“1, ness1,
100.000″).

Glancing at the schedule, untangling
among different places beloved to
Turin night owls and the Berlin
prestige location Watergate, lives, dj
sets and workshops of undisputed
value (for keens of dance electro
music) interweave. To confirm the
internationality strongly wanted by
the festival among the many artists
you can find -divided in simultaneity
and connected in streaming with
Turin and Berlin- English artists ( Dani
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danceable), the institution position
changes radically and electro music is
no longer considered as art but as a
sort of degeneration of the popular
taste which, in best of the cases, has
to be made inoffensive (see the politic
campaigns for lowering the volumes
and bpms in discos) and, for the worst
cases, is demonized by institutional
information and commonly accepted
(techno=drugs= people die in road
accidents).

.

Club To Club have merits and defects
as any other thing has. Among the
merits, the will to be a lasting
container and a point of reference for
a certain kind of proposal; among the
defects, the will to be focused on
artistic choices too much close to
theirs creators (the deserving
Xplosiva’s staff). Someone would
certainly, exaggerating maybe, talk
about conflicts of interest but the fact
is that a festival of this kind can bud
just from the boost of privates (even if
supported widely by the institutions
such as in the case of Club to Club),
because the institutions lack in
characters really capable of
understanding and developing a
concrete project any time they speak
about contemporaneous arts.
If then contemporaneous arts linked
to the musical world are involved, it is
even more complicated. In most of
the cases, Italian town councils just
limit themselves to initiatives
connected to the support of some
rehearsal rooms and competition

.

In this scenario, not really rosy, electro
dance music (not to be confuse with
concrete music festivals) in Italy have
never had it easy and have often been
ignored and in many cases have never
had success. Even if Club To Club has
a lot merits, it is far from being the
Italian correspondent of the Spanish
Sonar . The reasons are manifold, and
can’t be easily solved. Among those,
the economic lacks which prevent
headliners artists to be involved in
mainstreams which can serve as
catalyst on one side for the not-

announcements for emerging bands
linked to the cleared world of cover
bands or of the so-called “base
groups”, of played music (because
socializing and then acceptable from
the civic point of view). When, on the
contrary, it’s dance music to be
involved, as in this case, (more or less
intellectualizable, but as long as
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specialized public, on the other side,
the little genre variety and the
inability to identify the “names” of the
future instead of limiting in taking
pictures of the other one.

.

Among all the festivals Distorsonie
was the one which, even if with
relevant international guests, has tried
to build a bridge between different
Italian realities and different genres
(from drum’n’bass to trip hop, from
house to techno, afro and more
experimental situations), making
room to interesting artists without a
lot of success. Unfortunately, during
those years something went wrong
and Italian electro music festivals
have built ideal bridges with Europe
forgetting other Italian realities.

An analogous speech could be done
about another festival of electro
music such as Dissonanze , taking
place in Rome since 2000 and which
has undergone a parallel path to Club
To Club. The spiritual father of this
kind of festival in Italy is the deceased
(for the moment?) Distorsonie of
Bologna whose hub has been Link
between 95 and 2005.

So God save the electro music
festivals of Turin , Rome , Bologna ,
Milan …. but when an Italian electro
music festival? When could we avoid
going to Sonar to breathe, really, the
air of an international electro music
festival?.

www.clubtoclub.it
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Open Culture Brief
Camilla Serri

GNU/Linux systems and diverse
distributions, free documentation and
various Italian translations of different
documents such as GNU GPL and
GNU FDL licences . Texts are brief and
simple, very useful to explain what
software is, how it is created, the
importance of the source code, and
the licence to distribute it without
technical details.
There’s a new and remarkable supply
for people interested in free software
and its philosophies, licences, and
operative devices: the brand-new
Informatics Freedom and Open
Culture Brief by Simone Aliprandi,
published by Prima Ora and freely
available online in pdf format. It is an
anthological collection of informative
articles and official documents
(explained and commented).

Through this book Simone Aliprandi
develops the theme of his Degree
thesis delving into hacker culture,
without forgetting the turning point
represented by Linux and the free
software use as a standard for
business. Then he gives detail on
“free” software licences (GPL, BSD,
Mozilla Public Licence, Open Source
Definition etc.).

The author is also responsible for the
first Italian survey on the juridical
aspects of copyleft. Among the
extracts included there are some texts
chosen by Emmanuele Bello , the
curator of the brief and some extracts
taken from digests written by wellknown authors such as Bruce Perens,
Alessandro Rubini, and Richard M.
Stallman. Undertaken themes are
copyleft, new models for copyright,

.
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The main part of the work is
represented by the application of
similar processes in the non-software
world, that is, the artistic-cultural
dimension. As a matter of fact
copyleft is also known as copyright
(note the wordplay between left and
right ).

changing the regulation asset at all:
everything is based on authors’
freedom of choice and managing
autonomy of their copyrights. This is
an essential element for the spreading
of digital creative contents.”
Devices available to every author (or
artist) are presented here with all the
necessary documentation to support
the spreading of the works beyond
copyright, which is investigated by
current media by now, though majors
are still trying to save the situation.
Explanations are very relatable even if
the juridical aspect is still
controversial because there is no
harmonization among international
disciplines. This balance could be
reached through coordination
between the European concept of
individual property and Common Law
legislative policies.

Nowadays copyleft is largely used for
documents, instruction booklets,
compiling texts (dictionaries,
encyclopaedias, data bases, and
Wikipedia too), and artistic-expressive
works, where Creative Commons are
gaining more and more consent. The
end of this brief is dedicated to the
complicated juridical implications,
copyleft perspectives and the review
of various Italian texts on different
licences.

The same author also wrote
Informatics Freedom and Open
Culture Brief , published by Prima Ora
 February 2006 (
www.copyleft-italia.it/compendio )
and Copyleft Theory and Practice 
Guide for the Use of NDA
Opencontent Licences – Press, May
2006 ( www.copyleft-italia.it/libro2 ).
So, if you want to know something
more about Open Source and copyleft
or free digital culture, this is the book
you ought to read.

.

This is a divulgating but not simplistic
work. Says Aliprandi: “I’m fascinated
by the fact copyleft re-designs
copyright model  which has remained
the same for two centuries  without
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www.copyleft-italia.it
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Cum2cut, Let’s Go Indie Porn!
Tatiana Bazzichelli

film directors, performers, writers,
cultural activists, free-thinkers, artists,
queers, homos, heteros, lesbians,
trans, and anyone who was willing to
mix technology and body in this
project: one of the most farseeing and
compelling choice of the entire event,
which opened intense and often
apparently contradicting chances for
debate. What are the limits of porn?
With the shout “share and spread
pornography!” the city of Berlin was
literally raided by courageous men
and women, most of which outsiders
of the porn industry, who had just a
few days to document and edit their
very personal idea of pornography,
summarized in only 5 minutes.
The only imposition, in an atmosphere
of total expressive freedom, was the
presence of a few elements: a plastic
rabbit, a pink star, the words “I’ll fuck
anything that moves!” and using only
Creative Commons licensed music.
The rest was up to each author to
decide…

.

Photo by Christian Schroth
But first I need to make some
(obvious) clarifications before
continuing. To start with, I ask
Wikipedia for a “classic” definition of
pornography, and what I get is: <>.

Created
by
Activism-Hacking-Artivist‘s
hyperactive Tatiana Bazzichelli, and
by Gaia Novati, the CUM2CUT event
invited independent video makers and

The word “queer”, which means “odd”,
or “strange”, comes from the German
“quer” which means “slanted,
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diagonal”. To know more, look into the
“queer studies” that have often been
the object of exam in Englishspeaking colleges where this
discipline is studied.

realization of contents where people
feel free to communicate and create
artistically: this is what we call
networking (…). We invite everyone to
help make FREeSHOUT!? an open
networking opportunity, taking your
own shout of creative liberation as a
primary incentive and as an invitation
to connect”.

Tatiana Bazzichelli defines “hack” as “a
brilliant idea” . Undoubtedly brilliant is
the idea behind CUM2CUT indie-por-short-movies festival , highlight of
the entire festival, courageously
wanted by Jürgen Brüning , owner of
WURSTFILM  100%fleisch! and
pioneer of the “Cinema of
transgression” genre together with Ela
Troyano , starring at PFFB thanks to
the screening of “Totem” (1982-86),
and “Playboy Voodoo” (with Tessa
Hughes-Freeland, 1987-89) .

The presence of a great number of
actor and actresses, film directors,
and artists, made the entire program
definitely exciting, yet never vulgar. I
ask myself the key question of this
festival:
can
there
be
a
correspondence between art and
pornography (which differences with
erotica are often explained but never
positively convincing?) My answer
after this experience is crushing:
definitely yes!
The heterogeneous international
network, the mix of independent art
and sexuality wanted by CUM2CUT
unquestionably hit the mark, it exists
just like other forms that can be
assimilated to pornography, in
reputable fields such as literature,

.

comics, classic and contemporary art,
poetry, and music (let us not forget
the scandal that first greeted “Je
t’aime moi non plus” by Serge
Gainsbourg and Jane Birkin, which our
preceding generation recounts with
almost unconcealed pride.. )

On
the
FREeSHOUT!?
Expressivefairfest, (www.freeshout.it)
catalogue  which I contributed to
create and organize – Tatiana
Bazzichelli writes: “The creation of
relationship networks, the sharing of
experiences and ideas, and the

But here the objectives go far beyond:
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the concept sharing (final destination
and accessible reality that we so
much enjoy), becomes here very
explicit
from
its
very
conceptualization of intents  first of
which, no doubt, are networking and
hacktivism.

of videoart, dj sets, and extreme
performances  was enjoyed by all at
Festsaal di Kreuzberg .
For all these reasons CUM2CUT
gathers a success destined to grow,
we hope, in numberless future
editions. I promised, together with a
number of fascinating players in Italy’s
creative
scene
(especially
SEXYSHOCK’ s Betties, and CARNI
SCELTE‘ s Danilo and Lorenzo  two
wonderful projects active in Bologna)
to find more opportunities and
adequate spaces in Italy to
collaborate with Tatiana and Gaia, but
I still wonder if the Italian public may
be ready for it…

.

“Deep throat”, the 1972 feature, with
Linda Lovelace  one of the best
known movies in the world – inspired
the short feature “Deep Dive
Superhero” , winner (a parimerito) of
the CUM2CUT first prize (. Actually,
more than inspired, the authors have
operated an actual plagiarism filled
with humor and a series of delectable
elements very much appreciated by
us, the jury, at first sight. A
surprisingly variegated result was also
seen in the seven other films
presented to the public.

.

I admit that, at first, it wasn’t easy to
go from one movie theatre to the
next, or from exhibits to parties,
sporting a Porn Filmmaker badge (as
there wasn’t one made for the jury….).
Quite embarrassing, but you get used
to it…

Organized by the CUM2CUT team, in
collaboration
with
PornFilmFestivalBerlin, In2It Indie
Pr0n Party , the final party – a triumph

The risk is, now, as I return to Italy, to
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have developed a sort of “porn
addiction” (again, from Wikipedia:
“The concept of pornography
addiction is defined by its proponents
as a psychological addiction to, or
dependence upon, pornography ,
characterized by obsessive viewing,
reading, and thinking about
pornography and sexual themes to
the general detriment of the rest of
one’s life..”) Despite this definition I
much rather think of this addiction as
a process of exploration of a world
that is certainly different, yet filled
with contents and creative energies
that deserve our attention.

PornFilmFestival doesn’t seem to have
generated symptoms such as “a
permanent search for new images or
porn material, difficulties in
concentrating on things that are not
porn, sense of guilt, preference of
masturbation over sexual intercourse
with one’s partner”, but rather a huge
and multifaceted opportunity to
redefine the space of action of the
body, and of a free, self-aware sexual
expression. Many outcomes, none of
which is unpleasant. It may be
interesting to reformulate Wikipedia’s
definition…let’s go porn!.

The
pornography
portrayed
throughout the event, and, more
generally, during the entire

www.cum2cut.net
www.pornfilmfestivalberlin.de
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The Archimedes Project Insists On The Net
Gigi Ghezzi

He project is an open digital library
which picks up the most important
and popular works of the mechanics.
The mechanics is now a part of the
physics, it was born from
philosophical
intuitions
and
speculation already among the
Mesopotamian, it has a mathematical
basis in Archimedes and in some
theories of Aristotle, and it become
the major protagonist of the scientific
thought with the fundamental laws of
the physics which studies the body
movements and the actions of the
forces thanks to Galileo and Newton.
The Max Planck Institute for the
history of Science puts disposable a
great range of texts which go from
the II millennium B.C. (the prehistory
of the mechanics) to the Renaissance
Aristotelianism. But it is foreseen an
enlargement of the classical
mechanics with the new coming of
the quantum mechanics and of the
theory of the relativity.

It’s singular how often the real
experiences of the net are neglected
from the public to the prejudice of
intangible theories which predict
whatever paradise in internet and in
its social sublimation.
One of the cases of unjustified
inobservance is the Archimedes
Project a part of the Digital Libraries
Initiative Phase 2, a National science
Foundation program, supported also
from the Classic Department of the
Harvard University , form the Max
Planck
Institute
für
die
Wissenschftsgeschichte of Berlin and
many other American and English
departments. An institutional net
combined with the academic network
of the Program International de
Cooperation Scientifique (PICS)
makes the digital initiative very
important in the international scenery.
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works with a different system of
writing and for the rediscovery of the
Greek originals, because they are
often the last translated left works).

.

The temporal subdivision focuses on
science as a practical knowledge
rather than on the culture as an
identikit of old civilities such as the
Mesopotamian, Ancient Greek and
Chinese civilities, the Arabic and the
ancient Latin world. Many innovations
were discovered during this period
and their practical applications are
inestimable: from the navigation to
the armaments, from the building to
music instruments.
The great digital corpus will remain an
inactive subject if it would not be
submitted to a new empirical
validation. This is possible thanks to
“an open system of consultation”
which makes the same texts
productive again by the made
research. At first the informatics
model MPIWG (a software used by
projects such as European Cultural
heritage Online, ECHO) records the
researched words taking from
historical vocabulary, encyclopaedias,
memories etc the potentiality of the
search engine (Donatus XML-RPCI

.

The results of the research are only a
starting point for a next revision. The
project, in fact, beyond the already
hinted database and search engines,
offers a great user agent of
organization; that is an application for
the notes of XML texts, which allows
the users to work with parallel
versions of texts (supported with
Latin, Greece, Arab, Chinese
alphabets, written also in cuneiform)
in order to redefine the path of the
searched scientific concept for
priority, similarity, deviances or
parallelisms; we can do it simply
entering some metatags to better
identify some links in comparison with
others.

interface) is in the opportunity of
making a morphological research:
there’s no need therefore of complete
scientific words, but the etymological
roots are enough in their variations. In
this way the great linguistic problem
created when we connect classic
western texts with the Arabic one is
limited (this is an essential source for

So new conceptual maps are created
each time (the so-called Archimedes
Bundle) which in their sedimentation
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(there are primary bundles with a
more durance to the reconfiguration
and secondary bundles with a more
flexible structure) they are able to
reflect the mind models of the
mechanics history by theories and
scientific practice which accompanied
the work of the classics. These
technologically redesigned structures
of thought can explain better how
some forerunner phenomena of the
scientific theories and discoveries
were possible, for example the
atomism, already discussed in the
Ancient Greece still before there was
the certainty of the existence of the
atoms. At the same time the
conceptual maps could also explain
how the mechanics became a key
element of the social productivity
thanks to the production of complex
architectonical works or machines
also without the current scientific and
technological knowledge.

digital library are simply and noble:
the humanistic students above all of
history of science should work with
the flexible and accessible interfaces.
The taken way is the linguistic
middleware, metasoftware (or user
agent) which is able to make different
software communicate with each
other to exploit the potentialities of
different applications which have to
deal with a mixed property of
linguistic data.
But the results don’t limit only to the
development of the interfaces. The
research, the diffusion and the
increasing of the knowledge remain
the first aim: in the same way we try
to go on working in that collaborative
way of the scientific practice in the
web and that is possible thanks to the
realization of a communicative
system of texts, which allow multiple
semantic links (and not unidirectional
as the traditional one) the
contemporary
creation
and
consultation of contents (and not a
rigid separation as in the current
website) and an exchange method of
more fluid ideas, where every
students can communicate with the
others who work at a similar project.

http://archimedes2.mpiwg-berlin.mp
g.de/archimedes_templates

.

The tasks of using such a model of
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Playing Music: A Game Of Sound Perception
Giulia Simi

conclusion with a winner. The
audience, suspended between
surprise and curiosity, started to
wonder about the rules of the game,
and eventually the desire to
experiment won over shyness. More
performances followed, but at that
point from simple listeners we had
become passionate players and
performers of the opera.
I attended Playing Music a few
months ago, in a small theatre near
Livorno . I arrived late, missing  as I
was later told  the introduction. What
I saw was two guys, each standing in
front of a console with 6 numbered
infra-red sensors, which, alternatively,
through a movement of the hand
towards them, activated short and
suggestive sound-events, each of
which corresponded to (in a big
screen placed in front of them) a
specific number of a 6×6 numeric
matrix.

Davide Morelli computer-expert and
sax player, and Marco Liuni ,
mathematician and guitarist, both
sharing a great passion for
contemporary and electronic music,
have developed this interactive
installation. Their work was inspired
by Iannis Xenakis , a recently
deceased composer who, in 1958,
created Duel , an opera for two
orchestras and two directors, where
the Mathematical Theory of Games
structured a concert with an endless
array of performance possibilities.

At the end, each sound-event seemed
to score a certain number of points.
The music, which filled the theatre in
quick but intense bursts, alternated
with silence, in a dialogue that
seemed to somewhat set the pace of
strategic thought. After about fifteen
minutes the concert reached its
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going back to tonality to
experimenting with pure noise.
Having too many choices has a
paralyzing effect, so we took small
steps: we created our own sounds
using different methods of synthesis
and sampling (mainly with the
software C sound ), and created
interfaces to pilot our sounds, by
connecting infrared sensors to the
computer (through the software Pure
Data ).

.

Now, in full digital era, and in a time of
artificial intelligence, a computer
takes the place of the orchestra, a
sure sign that the technological
revolution cannot shy away from
investing in contemporary musical
research. I met with Davide Morelli
and Marco Liuni, as I tried to
understand, through this and more
projects, their approach to musical
research. Interactivity, as we will see,
is the essential, or almost shaping,
element.
Giulia Simi: Both have a scientific
background and a musical education.
The same is true about a number of
great composers of contemporary
music, like Pierre Shaeffer, Pierre
Boulez, and Iannis Xenakis, just to
mention a few. Why do you think that
is? How does a scientific approach
contribute to contemporary music?

.

Marco: The way I see it, scientific
thinking and music share the use of
theoretical models, translating them
into objects. Some of them are
concrete results, others are more
abstract – such as in the case of math.
In music every object you deal with is
a sound-event, a hybrid entity,
because, though endowed with a
physical essence, the way they are
perceived concerns absolutely
intangible aspects, such as the
sensitivity and the personality of
listeners. Hence the conceptual

Davide: We are both “scientists” and
musicians, so for us it’s quite natural
to bring these two worlds together,
though they are apparently so
different. For me a scientific approach
in the creation of one’s own musical
alphabet means above all control. It
means knowing where you come from
and where you are going, which is
fundamental for our specific historic
moment, a time when everything has
already been done, and composers
can do anything they want, from
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possibility of handling sounds as if
they were entities on which could be
applied laws that are apparently
distant from the music sphere. In our
case, in Playing Music , the soundevents are interpreted as moves in a
two-player game, and are then
treated as elements of a “space”
which is shaped through the
Mathematical Theory of Games.

inspiration for new, coherent
compositional and creative methods.
This is the perspective which I find
most interesting, as opposed to more
dogmatic drifts that link the value of a
musical composition to the elegance
of the law or the process that
determines its structure and
articulation. The choice to follow
Xenakis’s idea of applying the
Mathematical Theory of Games to
music, which David and I employ in
, is just the result of the
conviction that the Theory represents
a powerful expressive potential, which
can translate into a different
understanding of the structure of
musical compositions and audience
involvement.

If scientific thought has always been
at the root of musical practice, that’s
because it represents a solid base and
a useful instrument. Contemporary
music, in particular, which often
chooses to abandon standard
patterns of musical compositions and
their make-up material, finds in
scientific models and laws the

Playing Music
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is the indetermination of a work, that
is, the fact that a composer creates
the structure of a work anticipating
the possibility that the performer will
make arbitrary choices when he will
play it. The sound material is thus not
necessarily an aleatory composition,
yet it contemplates some freedom of
choice for performers. In this sense
digital technologies, and hence the
possibility to create multifunctional,
user-friendly interfaces, give us a
chance to greatly expand the possible
intervention of the player and the
audience in the performance of the
musical piece. In Playing Music this
aspect is brought to an extreme: the
fact that music is originated from a
rather easy game, and the infra-red
console used to control the software
is very easy to figure out, make it so
that the audience takes the role of the
performer. The participation of the
audience is not an accessory, but it is
rather necessary. The composition
exists only if two players decide to
start the game.

.

Giulia Simi: Your work is almost
entirely oriented towards interactivity,
making use of the huge possibilities
offered by digital technologies. Do
you think that this kind of interactivity
may be considered a sort of
continuation of that current of
contemporary music that is called
“aleatory”, which, in a way, leaves
ample room for interpretative and
executive “freedom”? In other words,
can you say that digital technology
has defined, or given a physical
representation to something that has
been tried before, that is, involving
listeners, making them almost coauthors of the composition?
Marco: Generally the expression
“aleatory music” is used when there is
an intervention of a casual process of
some kind in the composition of an
opera, whether it be throwing the
dice, like Cage did, or applying
probability theories, as Xenakis did.
The aspect you refer to, to which I
think you gave a perfect explanation,

.
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Giulia Simi: In Playing Music, the
playful aspect of listening to music
takes the foreground, so much as to
overpower the content of the
installation, which becomes, as you
intended, a mere variable, almost
secondary. The game-structure is like
a work of art in and of itself. Why this
attraction to games, and what
developments do you think it may
have in stimulating sound perception?

especially for children.
Playing Music is for us a first step
towards the objective of creating
interactive musical software, focused
on listening, where the hearing
perception determine the evolution of
the interaction. On this subject we
chose to use infra-reds for Playing
Music’s interface, to make the
interaction with the software as
natural as possible, by simply reaching
out a hand in a given direction. To
make Playing Music a tool that
anyone can use, we also wanted to
make the entire mechanism that runs
the game to be freely reproducible
and usable: the program is based on
the open-source software Pure Data,
and the Arduino card (which
transforms the sensors’ signals into
digital messages transferred via USB)
can be built using the specifications
published online by the builder, or
simply bought at a very affordable
price.

Marco: Playing games is an intimate
necessity for the human being, and
this constitutes an interesting aspect
in the music field, in two distinct
ways. Firstly, the fact that someone
can be called up to play a game
releases most of the inhibitions that a
listener of a musical performance may
have towards participating. One thing
is trying to get a member of the
audience to improvise with a musical
instrument, but asking them to play a
game is different. In this way, if the
game and the musical material are
well-designed, the musical flow is
enhanced by the contribution given
by each player: through the choice of
a personal strategy, but also through
the mistakes he makes. Secondarily,
the fact that Playing Music is a game
based on recognizing sound-events,
makes it a possible teaching tool of
the musical language. In this sense
focusing on the playful aspect may
eliminate the difficulties and dislike of
going through listening exercises,
which can often be frustrating,

.
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Giulia Simi: In one of your
performances you stage an unlikely
but fascinating man-machine musical
improvisation: Davide, with his
saxophone, improvises on a few
musical themes, runtime-generated
by the computer. We can’t help but
think of a sort of cyber-jazz. How does
jazz fit into your background, and
what developments do you think it
may have through these new
technologies? Will Artificial
Intelligence and Artificial Life
techniques be part of this?

next. After that, during the
performance, we ask the software to
create sequences of chords that
follow the style it learned in the first
phase. This allows us to play in
concert on a harmonic base that
changes every time, and evolves each
time, but whose rules we know well
because they follow our own personal
style.
We are very interested in using all the
potentials of the research I am
conducting in London , particularly
using Genetic Algorithms to create
pattern variations (melodic, rhythmic,
or harmonic). It’s an Artificial Life
technique that simulates the
evolution of a population of
individuals whose chromosome
make-out consists in a musical
characteristic, and where, generation
after generation, all chromosomes
mix, creating unexpected and often
unpredictable solutions. It’s especially
interesting because it’s one of the few
AI techniques that, more than giving
answers, creates new information.

Davide: I deeply love jazz, but I am not
a jazz-player. Jazz has a syntax that I
don’t fully know, and which I never
studied. What I share with jazzplayers is the choice of improvisation
and the idea of performances with
structure that are not rigidly defined.
The interaction you’re talking about is
made possible by a software that I am
developing as part of a research
financed by Live Algorithms for Music
Network, from London ‘s Goldsmiths
College , and it consists in applying
Artificial Intelligence techniques to
musical improvisation. The most
frequent use we make of this
software is in improvising harmonies.
In the first phase we teach the
software the type of harmony we
want, by simply playing a sequence of
chords. MIDI messages are
interpreted in chords, and so we
create a memory of the transition
probabilities from one chord to the
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principle (like in autosimilar structures
such as fractals’), using what I am
playing with my instrument as starting
material. In this sense AI is
irreplaceable, because no human
musician can improvise formally
flawless structures with unrehearsed
material. In any case all of this is for us
a tool to create good music, which is
always, in every moment, our main
objective.

.

We are following the course we
traced with Playing Music , trying to
create musical games that are easy to
use, but also with a sufficient
complexity to allow us to create
interesting musical structures. We
want to surprise ourselves as we play,
so we will further use the software I
am developing for the London project.
AI and AL can give huge stimuli in
composing as well as while playing a
musical piece. We can ask an
algorithm to create, in real time,
coherent structures through a base

www.dromoi.it
www.livealgorithms.org/
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Piksel 06, Hardware Network Politics
Eleonora Oreggia

during the night.
The lack of physicalness balance the
normal coldness in communication
that during the year colonize the Net.
The Piksel is actually a community,
whose primary organs are the mailing
lists, indexed on line and free access.
It is not a closed community. The
discussion are public and considered
public utility . Proposing a project
gives the opportunity to be selected
and participate to the festival, since a
couple of years. The access was
before by invitation, but the doors
were always opened. Piksel is an
hybrid under many points of view.

From 12 th to 15 th October , in
Bergen, Norway, Piksel festival
developed its 6 th edition, intituled
HardWare Politics. Piksel, for those
who doesn’t know yet what we are
talking about, is an international
meeting, actually one of the most
important, for artists and developers
of free software and independent art.
The collaboration of an artist and a
programmer, Gisle Frøysland and
Carlo Prelz , to prepare a video
processing real-time software named
Møb became an annual appointment
by the unique and marked
characteristics. The liberty and sharing
of the knowledge are the heart of the
festival. It lasts almost a week and
attracts people all over Europe, Japan
, Canada , Brazil and many others.
Days of sharing, there are breakfasts,
workshops, dinner and performances

.

Piksel is a bridge between hackmeetings and artistic festivals. It has
the spirit of the first, genuine and of
exchange, typical of the community
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of free software and hacking. From
the second, Pixel has the peculiar
creative and critic spirit, but even
some sub production, as the autoreferential or the promotion-work
collateral effect, with or without
contraindications. The Piksel has
relations with both of these worlds.

construction of new common
platforms with whom make different
software communicate.
They so give birth to Livido, a
framework to share video effects,
Frei0r , similar but optimized for the
real-time elaboration, and Videojack ,
a program to exchange video
between different applications. Only
Frei0r made success. Videojack and
Livido are still in phase of
development. The chaotic and
anarchic nature of the free software
made everything difficult. The free
software is a multiform trend, it is not
easy to understand and explain in a
few words. It could be talked by the
politic, technical, ethic or economic
but even didactic side.

The collaboration is the strength that
empowered the organizers to create
this place and moment of
aggregation. The initial enthusiasm
make possible the integration of the
differences of personality, character
and visions of some programmers.
The flag of free information and the
membership to the same community
should have been the glue to the
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better!” – “Hacker and Painters”, 2003
Paul Grahm.
Abstesto writes: “We are hakers, this is
our way to work. You can hate us or
love us, you can even do not
understand us. You can understand a
painter closed in a room for a week to
paint, because it’s an “artist”, but you
do not understand us sat three days in
front of a PC, even if we are Artists.
We don’t care, we’re used to this; we
are “the strangers”. We will continue
our life as we always did”. – “Chi
siamo, Cosa facciamo, Dove stiamo
andando, e Perche’?” – Gabriele
Zaverio (Asbesto)

.

In this context, we’ll talk about the
artisan and “geek” side, the definition
for greased hands, haker and
sleepless. During the creative phase
both artists and hakers try to invent
new techniques to control the
ambient, in the obsessive aim to
realize the object or manufacture.
When the schemes brake, new
unusual and experimental models
born, inventing and discovering new
ways to achieve the result. Paul
Grahm , an American haker, and
Gabriele Zaverio (known as Asbesto) ,
Italian haker and founder of the
freaknet, describe in different context
the relationship between art and
haking.

.

Paul Grahm: “Hakers and painters are
both creators. Together with the
composer, architect and writers,
hakers and painters try to create well
made objects. They do not make
research just to find something, but
when they try to do something good
they find new techniques, well

Going back to Piksel , the introduction
since two years of the exposition,
integrant part of the event. If last year
the show, dedicated to games, was
called No Fun , this year, based on a
reflection on the open hardware, the
title has been Damage Goods .
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Interesting works were Shockbot ,
video created with short-circuiting
the video card, and Milf , a device that
promised the emancipation of the
identity, demagnetizing the band of
the credit card and documents,
making sounds out of them. We
presented for the first time the first
interactive installation called The ball
in the hole . Through a sphere, we
gave the opportunity to everyone to
cancel the projected image of itself on
a wall and watch through, discovering
the Other. First of all a game, usable
and accessible without limitations.
Everyone has the possibility to reflect
and experiment the capacity of the
video to modify the reality, and vice
versa. In fact the relation between
image and representation is bijective.
“The ball in the hole is a sort of loop
never equal to itself. So it’s revealed
what is behind the real, that mean the
reality, fragile and temporary as the
paint itself.

http://www.piksel.no/piksel06/abou
t.html

http://www.piksel.no/piksel04/softw
are.html
http://mob.bek.no/
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
_libero
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackmee
ting
http://www.piksel.no/pwiki/LiViDO
http://www.piksel.org/frei0r
http://www.piksel.no/pwiki/VideoJa
ck
http://www.paulgraham.com/hp.htm
l
http://freaknet.org
http://www.piksel.no/piksel06/exhib
ition.html

The exhibition was accompanied by a
varied program of audiovisual
performances, lots experimental and

http://www.piksel.no/pwiki/Shockbo
tCorejuli

original. A mention goes to Pattern
Cascade , a sort of acid-techno
machine, a live co-djing of processes
that modify and destroy each other in
256 bytes of memory. The processes
and the memory of the machine are
projected during the performance.

http://www.artengine.ca/darsha/milf
/
http://theballinthehole.dyne.org/
http://www.pawfal.org/patterncasca
de/
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http://freenode.net/

http://veejay.dyne.org/

http://freej.org/

http://xxxxx.1010.co.uk/

http://effectv.sourceforge.net/

http://makeart.goto10.org/
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Realcore: Sergio Messina And Online Porn
Tiziana Gemin

changed due to market requirements,
and qualitatively worsened its
products, in favor of a broader
diffusion.
Pornography was thus out of cinema
halls and into people’s homes, in a
form other than printed paper. A
revolution: firstly for the porn
industry, and secondarily for society in
general. The second huge turn took
place in the mid 1990′s, when digital
technologies further revolutionized
the world of pornography, through
the use of Internet as a platform of
distribution.

Ever since it was produced legally,
and gave life to a market of its own,
pornography has gone through two
epochal turns, caused by the
introduction of technological tools
that changed the way it is used, its
formal canons and distribution
strategies.
The first important event dates back
to the 1980′s, with the advent of the
videotape. The pornography industry
was indelibly marked by its arrival,
especially from a quality standpoint.
Porn movies, which up until that
moment had cultivated the hope to
earn cultural, other than commercial,
appreciation, or, in other terms, had
hoped of being considered real
cinema, definitely lost all hopes. In the
videotape pornography saw a less
professional, or less refined means to
reach people. But the industry

.

That’s when pornography moved one
more step ahead, when, side by side
with mainstream products, a
completely different kind of
production started to come about,
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realized by amateurs, with nonprofessional tools, and a much
broader range of hues compared to
traditional porn. What was happening
was a new revolution, one which
connected private and public,
projecting local over global, thanks to
broadly available technology. It was
the birth of the genre that Sergio
Messina calls Realcore : a sign of our
times.

from the fusion of the terms Softcore
(completely simulated sex) and
Hardcore (real sex performed for the
camera), used to describe
pornography. But the term realcore
goes a step beyond, describes the
production that comes from real
people with real desires, doing real
sex, and not just for the camera.
In his showing, recently opened, on
October 27, at Amsterdam Transito
Festival, Messina reveals his
impressions and considerations on
this phenomenon. A practice where
new technologies combine with the
sexual desires of common people,
regardless of who they are. Chatting
with Sergio I tried to outline a few
traits of realcore.

Sergio Messina, musician, journalist,
producer. His latest research brought
him to explore, from an anthropologic
and aesthetic standpoint, the web’s
pornographic imagery, a genre that
started to come around at the end of
the 1990′s. The term Realcore comes
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locations. Can you tell us where this
imaginary comes from, and describe
some of its characteristics?
Sergio Messina: Two fundamental
events allowed the current situation
to develop. First, the digital camera,
which arrived on the market around
1995, and has become, ever since,
increasingly widespread. Second, the
availability of spaces where this
material could circulate freely, and
that would be the internet. With these
two things people were able to
produce and distribute their own
personal pornography.

.

Tiziana Gemin: How did this research
of yours come about?
Sergio Messina: I started because
when I went online one of the first
things I looked for was porn: if there’s
somebody out there who hasn’t done
the same, they should see a doctor. I
did it out of curiosity, to see how it
was, and I started to find these
images. I am attracted by the concept
of underground, I like underground
music and culture, and when I realized
there was underground porn I had do
investigate. So what happened was
that these pictures started to tell me a
story, and so I told myself: maybe
these images tell a story to others as
well.

In the realcore imaginary we see the
celebration of physical diversity. And
this is even clearer as we compare
mainstream porn subjects and
realcore subjects. But there’s much to
say about location, too: realcore
subjects usually perform in their own
home, communicating the idea of
people in their own environment.
Personally I love this almostdocumentary aspect of realcore  the
fact that in a picture like this one can
retrace a story of the place. And even
though sometimes the environment is
very identifiable, the owner doesn’t
really care that much, as if the
concept of private in public weren’t
about naked bodies only, but also
concerned a home left naked and
exhibited. Sometimes this feeling is
very tangible.

Tiziana Gemin: The images from the
realcore world are characterized by a
low resolution due to the use of nonprofessional technologies, the
recurring presence of subjects that
don’t necessarily fit in with shared
aesthetic canons, and unlikely
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Some photographs look like Duch
paintings, where a lady is portrayed
surrounded by the status symbols of
her wealth. In other images you can
see unexpected details, like
grandchildren photographs in the
background, baby bottles, Christmas
gifts  because the person who took
the picture didn’t really know what he
or she was doing. Technically at the
root of the realcore photograph there
are a few recurring rules, such as the
presence of a photo camera in the
scene, or, for videos, long, uncut
sequences, to show the realness of
what is going on.

way that it’s clear that it’s all real. It’s
the old difference between
“Independence Day”-style movies, the
ones you watch knowing it’s fake, not
expecting it to be real, and just enjoy
the special effects, and “Fahrenheit
9/11″ movies, which I wouldn’t
appreciate as much had it been done
with an actor playing Bush. The
beauty of it is seeing Bush in person,
his actual faces.
It’s somewhat the same thing here:
you barter the unreachable perfection
of porn stars, with the real intention of
the housewife, and this intention
seems to be a plus. Especially as the
word “amateur” is French for “lover”,
and to be an “enthusiast” you’ve got
enjoy what you do. As we look at
amateur images we see that
enjoyment, and that’s what the
camera tries to capture. And this is
exactly what we look for in these
images: enjoyment.

The first to use this technique to film
porn were German and Dutch BDSM,
in the 1980′s. They are the involuntary
inventors of the genre, as they felt the
need to show that what they did was
indeed real. While in mainstream porn
the degree of reality is known  that is,
actors don’t love each other  for
BDSM being certain that it was real,
and filming for the sake of
authenticity, or rather, to testify that a
fact actually happened, became, in a

.

Tiziana Gemin: Could we safely say
that the purpose of creating a realcore
image is to document reality?
Sergio Messina: In amateur
photographs it’s never beauty that
counts, but rather the intention, and
documenting the intention requires a
special technique, meaning that you
have to film or photograph in such a
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world filled with simulation,
fundamental.

file sharing, digital lifestyle, online life,
online interfering with off-line, and
vice-versa. The individuals that
produce realcore are what Derrick de
Kerckhove would want the world to
be like: they’re the first to have
“planted their flag” in the digital world.
I fully agree with this way to look at it.
We expected Nietzsche’s super-man,
and instead what we get is a fat man
naked. It’s very interesting.
Just to give you an example, a
typically digital thing is the “tribute”.
This is how it works: I take a picture of
myself, then publish my picture in a
newsgroup with the subject “tribute
please”, and then I find a tribute by
some viewer. So what happens is that
somebody printed that photograph,
“used” it, physically interacting with it,
then took a digital picture of the
object in question or himself as he
interacts with it, and re-posted it
within the same newsgroup. An
interchange between digital and real,
back to digital again. A very modern
thing to do. Digital people!.

.

Tiziana Gemin: Realcore owes its birth
and spread to the use of the new
technologies, which have clearly
influenced the public in terms of
social and behavioral practices. Are
those who publish these images
aware of this digital culture aspect
that lays behind it?
Sergio Messina: Those that produce
realcore material use the “tools of the
trade”, but they do it entirely
involuntarily. They are not aware of
the digital culture aspect and the
socio-political value of this. And I
know this because I have
corresponded with many of these
people. According to the thesis I
sustained in a presentation at Ars
Electronica, amateur sexuality and the
free exchange of images on the net
perfectly incarnates the ideals of
those who invented the Internet. It’s
special interest groups, gift economy,
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you can go to a pub and tell the first
person you meet “I’d like to be your
pony”. With internet, on the other
hand…

.

Tiziana Gemin: The viewer, then, can
go from being passive to playing the
protagonist, and can turn its private
actions into public. Do you believe
that interactivity is one of the factors
that make this phenomenon all the
more appealing?

Also, for many this game started
looking at other people’s
photographs, so clearly there are selffeeding dynamics taking place. Yet
the core is that at a certain point
people had the chance to produce
and show their own pornography. And
the object of this research I am
conducting is to demonstrate how the
type of porn that these people have
produced has a radically different
nature from the porn that we’d seen
up until then, that is mainstream porn.

Sergio Messina: This is the key: people
have had an actual and realistic
chance to make home-made porn. In
the 1960′s you could buy acoustic
guitars, in the 1970′s you could buy
electric guitars, and people were
finally able to make music on their
own. With porn the same thing
happened with digital cameras: as
soon as people had them in their
hands one of the first things they
would try and do was take pictures of
themselves, take pictures of their
partner, and watch themselves.
Also, only Internet could allow certain
things, as the net has this factor that
we have come to know of
instantaneity and anonymity: you can
meet others through this powerful
medium, and then what you have in
your head becomes a bit more
legitimate because there’s other
people with the same thing in mind. If
your sexual fantasies are complex, it
gets hard to deal with them without
the net: if for example you fantasize
about being somebody’s pony, and
you live in a small town, it’s not like

.

Tiziana Gemin: I heard you say about
realcore: “Pornography lies in the eyes
of the beholder”. Can you tell us what
you meant by that?
Sergio Messina: Porn is in the eyes of
the beholder, and in many situations
one of the key points of realcore
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images is the low resolution: where
you can’t see much you imagine
much. Therefore ‘low resolution’ leads
to’ very hot’, as the image integrates
with the viewer’s imagination. The
low-resolution/hot temperature is
one of the signs of our time, when
successful programs on television are
shows like Real TV.

porn that you see around still exalts
perfection, and that’s still the porn
that sells. You can estimate online
realcore to represent about 20% of
global traffic, but that’s still a lot. Yet
some technical standard have been
adopted by commercial sites too,
understanding that that was what the
market required. Standards such as
talking to the camera, something that
had never been done before in
mainstream porn. Amateurs were the
first to do that. And often commercial
sites steal amateur photographs and
write their copyright on them, while
the image really belongs to the
amateur, who doesn’t own any
copyright on the images anyway, and
will hardly sue the website, especially
if they posted an embarrassing shot.

But beside this, porn is in the eyes of
the beholder also when we look at
images that objectively don’t look like
porn at all. For example, with people
fully dressed, as in the case of velvet
lovers, who post photographs where
they appear completely clothed in this
material: this isn’t real porn, no child
would be disturbed watching these
images, and maybe all they would do
would be to ask if that’s a Ninja or
some sort of exotic warrior. But for
some that image is sexually arousing.
Many images work the same way, in
some you reach a complete absence
of any trace of anthropomorphism. All
you will see is a pair of shoes, maybe 
but it’s the viewer who decides on the
value they attribute to the picture.
This is porn to the eye of the beholder.

Commercial sites milk these people to
generate traffic. To avoid this,
sometimes those who create the
image adds sentences, either on their
body or on the photograph, to protect
its property. Still, there are
exhibitionists who will still release
their copyright, glad to have a chance
for self-humiliation exposing
themselves to the world.

Tiziana Gemin: Do you believe that
this type of free-circulation has had
any sort of effects on commercial
pornography? Are professionals
somehow finding themselves having
to “imitate” amateurs?
Sergio Messina: The great majority of
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connection can be kept alive by
creating a blog on realcore.

.

Tiziana Gemin: You present your
research on realcore in a sort of
lecture/show, but there’s also a blog,
and there is a book about to come
out. Can you tell us something about
that?

To me the end-product of my
research is the show, something in
between a guided tour of a museum
and a Beppe Grillo show. It’s a chance
for me to tell people the way I see
things, and ask people if they see the
same things I do. The book is going to
be a reduction of this, with many
images, but we’ll see…

Sergio Messina: In the blog I post the
images I find around, or talk about the
funny trends I see. It’s a way to keep
in touch with those who see my show,
because I am fascinated by this sort of
connection that starts as you take
your body to a certain place and talk
to a group of people for an hour. That

http://realcore.radiogladio.it/
www.radiogladio.it/fosforo/
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L’estetica Dei Dati: Art Futura 2006
Barbara Sansone

evento di questa portata nella sua
globalità: un racconto che cerca di
avere al contempo una visione precisa
e approfondita sulle opere esposte,
così come una panoramica generale
su un appuntamento che rappresenta
uno delle massime rassegne mondiali
di spettacolarizzazione della nuova
cultura elettronica contemporanea.
Scendendo quindi nel dettaglia, ha
aperto i lavori la proiezione a inviti in
anteprima assoluta di A Scanner

Ed è arrivato alla sua diciassettesima
edizione il festival ArtFutura di
Barcellona, che si è svolto dal 26 al 29
ottobre presso gli spazi del Mercat de
les Flors, nella suggestiva città del
teatro di Montjuïc. Il programma di
quest’anno, come neli anni scorsi del
resto, era denso e ricco di conferenze,
proiezioni, worshop, feste e tavole
rotonde.

Darkly
(
http://wip.warnerbros.com/ascanner
darkly/), l’ultima fatica di Richard
Linklater. Il film, prossimamente nelle
sale europee, è la trascrizione
cinematografica di uno dei racconti
più famosi di Philip K. Dick, maestro
della letteratura fantascientifica, ed è
stato girato con attori di grande
calibro, come Keanu Reeves e Robert
Downey Jr., per poi essere convertito
in animazione digitale tramite la
tecnica della rotoscopia. A Scanner

Abbiamo seguito la ricchissima
rassegna, difficile, forse impossibile da
valutare nella sua fieristica globalità:
abbiamo però cercato di osservare e
riportare le nostre impressioni sui
lavori visti, sui progetti presentati e sul
senso complessivo di un evento
culturale e spettacolare di questa
portata. Un report, questo proposto
da Digicult, che cerca di essere il più
dettagliato possibile senza avere
l’ambizione di poter raccontare un

Darkly ha mantenuto un ruolo di
protagonista nel corso di tutto il
festival: se ne è parlato nel corso
dell’incontro con il suo produttore
Tommy Pallotta e il trailer veniva
proposto ripetutamente nel corso
delle proiezioni e i suoi manifesti
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arredavano le hall del teatro.

simboli disegnati, chiavi USB che
ingrassano proporzionalmente alla
quantità di dati che contengono, una
cucina “arricchita” che informa sul
contenuto del frigo o sulla
temperatura dell’acqua prima ancora
che si intervenga con il gesto. Idee
che ancora suscitano il sorriso, ma che
forse permeeranno la quotidianità dei
nostri discendenti.
I Realities United (www.realu.de)
hanno scelto di trattare il tema
dell’estetica dei dati in una forma
differente: integrando la tecnologia
con l’architettura. I risultati dei loro
lavori sono sempre meravigliose
installazioni futuristiche capaci di
rivoluzionare l’atmosfera degli angoli
di città su cui intervengono. Prima di
arrivare ai progetti che li hanno resi
famosi, hanno concepito soluzioni
suggerite dalle restrizioni della vita
cittadina. Perchè, per esempio, chi
vive in un appartamento senza un
balcone non deve poter sedere un
momento all’aperto per prendere un
po’ d’aria senza uscire di casa? Nel
2001 nasce così Reinhaus, una
speciale barra che si monta sulla
finestra e che permettere di far
scorrere fuori una comoda sedia a
sdraio rotante. Nonostante il
coraggioso inquilino abbia modo di
assicurarsi con una corda, forse per
motivi di sicurezza nessuna
compagnia ha per ora voluto investire
nella realizzazione di questo prodotto,
ma sono sempre possibili ulteriori

.

Il primo giorno di conferenze sono
saliti sulla scena Andrew Vande
Moere, i Realities United e gli United
Visual Artists. Si è trattato certamente
della giornata più interessante di tutto
il festival e dei progetti più coerenti
con il soggetto dell’edizione 2006.
Andrew Vande Moere ha presentato
gli
sforzi
che
sta
operando
Information
Aestethics (www.infosthetics.com)
per trasformare la visualizzazione dei
dati in un’esperienza estetica. Dopo
un’analisi di diverse possibilità di
visualizzazione nel corso della quale
rifletteva sulla leggibilità e sulla
fruibilità delle informazioni fornite,
Vande Moere ha proposto una serie di
progetti pensati per integrare le
informazioni negli oggetti del
quotidiano dirigendosi ai cinque sensi:
ombrelli o tostapane che trasmettono
le previsioni del tempo in forma
rispettivamente di codici di colore o di
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sviluppi. Più concreti sono stati invece
i progetti Bix e Spots,, realizzati in
base a una matrice comune
rispettivamente alla Kunsthaus di
Graz ( www.kunsthausgraz.at ), degli
architetti londinesi Peter Cook e Colin
Fournier, e sulla facciata dell’edificio
di Postdamer Platz 10 di
Berlino ( www.spots-berlin.de ).

trasmettano immagini video
provenienti dalla televisione o dalle
creazioni di videoartisti. Nel caso di
Berlino, la struttura è stata arricchita
con enormi fogli di plastica
trasparente con diverse texture.
L’eccezionale risultato ha suggerito il
progetto Nix, che consisterebbe in un
semplice sistema capace di
controllare l’illuminazione dei palazzi
(per esempio i grattacieli dove ci sono
solo uffici), senza hardware
aggiuntivo, trasformandoli, durante le
ore notturne, in enormi giganti di luce
animati.
E la luce à anche la materia che
plasmano gli UVA (www.uva.co.uk),
già noti per aver creato le spettacolari
scenografie di LED che hanno
accompagnato i concerti di Massive
Attack e U2 negli ultimi anni. Il
collettivo fa uso di software generativi
e di dati tratti da Internet (dal numero
degli assassini compiuti negli Stati
Uniti in un determinato anno, alla
quantità di pizze mangiate in quel
momento nel mondo, ai voli in
atterraggio in quell’istante) per creare
stringhe di dati, molecole di luce che
si scompongono e ricompongono a
ritmo di musica, con effetti ottici di
grande eleganza. Il loro background è
piuttosto variegato: si va dal VJing, al
Graphic Design, all’esperienza nella
programmazione di videogiochi. E
questa
loro
geniale
(ma
evidentemente non troppo scontata)
identificazione di pixel e luce,

.
Qui la sfida era riuscire a trasformare
gli
edifici
in
installazioni
mantenendosi entro i margini di un
budget molto limitato ed evitando di
non trasformare il media streaming in
un messaggio pubblicitario. Si poneva
inoltre il problema che l’architettura
dura molto a lungo, mentre la
tecnologia
invecchia
molto
rapidamente e la loro integrazione
doveva poter prevedere una
prospettiva
che
meritasse
l’investimento. Per questo il tutto si è
risolto con una soluzione semplice ed
economica ma di fortissimo impatto:
rivestire i pannelli di luci circolari che
si comportino come pixel e
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mescolata alla loro creatività e spesso
ai suggerimenti dati da effetti
imprevisti come distorsioni della
videocamera, ha trovato applicazione
in spettacoli di danza, arredamento di
night club, installazioni e performance
live, come quella che hanno
presentato la notte del sabato presso
il tendone Moviestar del Forum di
Barcellona, con la musica elettronica
di ScanOne (Jude Greenaway).

a/), ha raccontato come e perché è
nato questo concorso. L’idea
all’origine era di organizzare un
premio per l’arte elettronica che
investigasse la vita artificiale. La
Fundación Telefonica ha accettato di
finanziarlo, dando il via a un evento di
sempre maggior ripercussione. La
giuria è costituita da personaggi di
diversa estrazione (tecnica o artistica,
perché si possano considerare tanto il
valore tecnologico quanto quello
concettuale) e nel corso di ciascuna
edizione si riunisce quattro giorni per
discutere e selezionare i progetti.
Le domande cui si cerca di dar
risposta sono: cos’è la vita artificiale?
cosa innalza a livello di opera artistica
un progetto di vita artificiale?
Domande sicuramente non facili e che
evidentemente non hanno ancora
trovato una risposta, vista la grande
differenza
dei
progetti
selezionati: Artifauna dell’olandese
Theo Jansen, meravigliosa opera
scultorea vivente, molto meno
semplice di quanto appaia e che non
fa uso di tecnologia, ma solo di vento
e ingegneria meccanica, appare nella
storia dei primi premi insieme per
esempio al robot Tickle, di Erwin
Driessens e Maria Verstappen,
oggetto di design per quanto dotato
di un comportamento piuttosto
complesso. Interessanti le riflessioni
che portano la giuria a concludere il
difficile processo di selezione. La
versione 8, che richiedeva opere “site

.

La mattinata del venerdì è stata
invece dedicata al mondo
della
robotica
e
ancora
dell’architettura ambientale, con il
corcorso Vida della Fundación
Telefonica, con Marcel·lí Antuñez
Roca e lo studio Waksman.
Daniel Canogar, coordinatore della
competizione internazionale Arte y
Vida Artificial, di cui a breve saranno
pubblicati i vincitori dell’ottava
edizione,
(
www.fundacion.telefonica.com/at/vid
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specific”, è stata vinta da AP0201, che
trasmette l’idea di solipsismo
comunicativo, di vita artificiale che
diventa autonoma e parallela,
tagliando
fuori
l’umano
e
impedendogli di accedere alle sue
informazioni. Il secondo premio è
stato
assegnato
a Liveform:Telekinetics, progetto che
investiga lo spazio sociale
proponendo sessioni di cucina a
distanza. Il terzo premio è andato
invece a Divine Methods/Hidden
Motives, che assume un significato
profondo dal momento che è stato
installato in una chiesa.

Philips orientate al paziente (e da qui
l’idea di pensare oggetti domestici
interattivi, come il lavandino che
gocciola sincronizzandosi al battito
cardiaco di chi lo tocca), l’installazione
nel parco di San Sebastian di 12 denti
di leone alti dai 18 ai 23 metri, fatti di
fibre ottiche e led, che si piegano con
il vento rilasciando bolle di sapone e
con cui si può interagire tramite SMS.
Senza dimenticare il gigantesco
schermo Nokia installato a Madrid,
dove appare un telefonino che
risponde automaticamente agli SMS
che gli inviano i passanti o una
pubblicità olfattiva in una vetrina
dotata di una ragazza in video che,
quando si accorge che sta passando
una persona, la chiama e soffia su una
rosa emettendo realmente profumo.
Questo sistema che risponde al soffio
è stato poi ulteriormente sviluppato in
molte forme: dalla pubblicità per
l’azienda di gas Endesa a un
padiglione Levis, dove si interagisce
con tatuaggi in stile chicano o con
scene naturalistiche (fiori, farfalle).

.

Marcel·lí
Antuñez
Roca (www.marceliantunez.com), ha
presentato infine la sua teoria
della Transpermia, ossia l’inverso
dell’idea secondo la quale milioni
d’anni fa spore di materia organica
cadendo sulla terra la fecondarono e
diedero origine alla vita. La
Transpermia sarebbe quindi il
processo di ritorno dell’uomo
all’universo, per esempio attraverso

Alvaro Rey ha presentato invece i
lavori
dello
studio Waskman (www.waskman.com
), che si occupa di pubblicità e arte
digitale. Tra i loro progetti, alcuni non
realizzati, la trasformazione di un
quartiere in espansione della città di
Londra, in un grande teatro interattivo
a cielo aperto; ma ancora, pubblicità
per le apparecchiature mediche della
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protesi che estendono i sensi o che
permettono l’identificazione con altri
esseri viventi. La visionaria fantasia di
Marcel·lí ha cercato di immaginare
cosa faremo nel molto tempo libero
che avremo a disposizione quando
tutto sarà meccanizzato e non ci sarà
più bisogno di lavorare e lo ha
proposto con le sue divertenti
animazioni pilotate dal Dreskeleton.

scuole sempre più interessanti, come
l’Università Pompeu Fabra di
Barcellona.
Si è continuato con lo studio
britannico
Framestore
CFC
(www.framestore-cfc.com),
autore di vivaci pubblicità piene di
animali completamente sintetizzati
con Houdini (http://www.sidefx.com/
);
la
Aardman
animations ( www.aardman.com),
famosa per i suoi Wallace and Gromit
e presto sugli schermi con Flushed
Away; l’Attitude Studio, autore del
lungometraggio
cyberpunk
Renaissance
(
www.renaissance-movie.com ), già
visto al festival di Sitges (ma che non
tornerà più in Spagna). Il film, la cui
lavorazione è cominciata ben nove
anni fa, fa uso di uno stile grafico
molto semplice, costituito per lo più di
spot bianchi su fondo nero e
raramente di alcune macchie di
colore. Realizzato con la tecnica del
motion tracking, ha richiesto uno
studio particolare per l’animazione
degli occhi, che sono quelli che
maggiormente
conferiscono
espressione al viso. Per questo sono
stati progettati degli occhiali speciali,
dotati di videocamera, che
consentivano di registrare il
movimento degli occhi degli attori
mentre recitavano e di riprodurlo più
fedelmente in digitale.

.

A partire da questo momento il
festival ha così cominciato ad attirare
un denso pubblico di giovanissimi e a
spostare leggermente il tiro. Si è
partiti con un incontro tra esponenti
di imprese spagnole dedite
all’animazione 3D o di disegnatori e
animatori locali esportati all’estero,
per riflettere (come poi anche il giorno
dopo in una tavola rotonda dedicata
agli effetti speciali) sul ruolo di questo
paese nel grande mercato o sulle
possibilità lavorative aperte ai
numerosi studenti che si formano in
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assistere a proiezioni, raccolte di
animazioni
di
provenienza
internazionale, le animazioni 3D
spagnole in concorso, l’anteprima
del Res Fest. Nel cortile era inoltre
presente un tendone dove accedere a
diverse postazioni PlayStation 2. Il
videogioco, ambito in cui le tecniche
di animazione trovano facilmente
sviluppo, è stato infatti un altro tema
abbondantemente trattato durante
l’ultimo pomeriggio di conferenze,
con la presenza di illustri relatori
statunitensi e giapponesi.

.

Il festival ha quindi presentato a
sorpresa
un
ospite
d’eccezione: Miguel Án gel Fuertes,
noto animatore spagnolo appena
rientrato dall’Australia, dove ha
lavorato
alla
realizzazione
dell’imminentissimo
Happy
Feet
(
www2.warnerbros.com/happyfeet/).
Si tratta di uno spettacolare musical di
animazione preparato in sette anni da
uno
studio
pubblicitario,
l’australiano
Animal
Logic (www.animallogic.com). Il
regista George Miller (già noto per il
maialino Babe e Mad Max-Oltre la
sfera del tuono) ha voluto conferire ai
200.000 pinguini movimenti unici,
ottenuti grazie a numerosissime
riprese di ben 27 ballerini, ed
espressioni il più possibile realistiche,
allo scopo di ottenere un film più
vicino al documentario che
all’animazione vera e propria.

Chi entrava nella sala Mac, dove si
sono tenuti gli incontri, veniva inoltre
accolto da una bellissima installazione
di poesia dinamica interattiva
di Andreas Muller, programmatore del
celebre studio di design Hi-Res!
(www.hi-res.net)

.

Quasi tutto il festival si è mantenuto
quindi su un altissimo livello, ma forse
ha lasciato un po’ deluso chi si
aspettava meno cinema da

Parallelamente alle conferenze, in un
altro spazio del teatro era possibile
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botteghino e videogiochi e più spazio
alla ricerca vera e propria nell’ambito
dell’arte e della creatività che
spingono le nuove tecnologie al di là
delle applicazioni per cui vengono
pensate. Nel cinema di animazione
delle grandi industrie di produzione si
sta tentando di ottenere una
riproduzione sempre più fedele della
realtà, obiettivo sicuramente
imprescindibile per un’umanità che si
è dotata di macchine ogni giorno più
capaci di farlo. Ma l’arte non dovrebbe
mirare all’interpretazione, se non
addirittura all’astrazione?

Si è trattato comunque di un evento
prezioso da cui trarre utili informazioni
e ispirazioni e per aggiornarsi sugli
sviluppi del processo di ricreazione
della realtà ormai a portata
praticamente di qualsiasi utente
informatico. C’è da sperare che dai
numerosissimi giovani interessati in
queste discipline e impegnati a
formarsi per acquistarne la
padronanza, continuino a sorgere
proposte in direzioni meno segnate,
capaci di aprire nuovi sbocchi creativi.

http://www.artfutura.org
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Press In Second Life
Marco Cadioli

broadcasting
news,
offices,
conversation and meeting rooms. It
provides SL with real world news and
follows SL events presenting them to
the external world. It has even opened
a web site with news, information on
the trade exchanges in SL, the
exchange Linden Dollars (local
currency)/US dollars , interviews and
links.
A Toyota parked in front of Wired’s
head office, here you are an image
which pretty well summarise what is
going on in Second Life. Companies
start to arrive, as well as the press.
The interest of the international press
was in fact shocked recently by the
Second Life phenomenon, which has
overtaken the 1.000.000 residents in
October and which is starting to be
seen as a tool which is changing the
way of thinking the Web, instead of
being a simple game.

.

Within SL, news can be read on
special News HUD distributed next to
Reuter’s news desk, portable personal
monitors on which updates are shown
so that anyone can read them. In SL it
is held by Adam Reuter, in real life
Adam Pasick , a journalist specialized
on new technologies and media, who
is now working full time within this
virtual world.

In less than a month, Reuter, CNet
News and the magazine Wired have
opened their head office in SL. Reuter
has opened officially their head office
in SL the 16 th of October, on an entire
island with an impressive circular
building made of iron and steel within
a huge hall provided with screens
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Cnet Networks has opened an office
on the 26th of September, which is
the precise copy of the building
housing the agency in San Francisco .
A brick building, five floors high, on
the seashore, with an amphitheatre
suitable for presentations and
interviews and scene of a conference
of Sun Microsystems. Not too far
away from Cnet building (you can
reach it by foot), there are Wired ‘s
offices, landed in SL on the 17 th of
October simultaneously to the
publication of one of its travel guides
on this incredible virtual world. The
first striking thing is the building itself,
built as if it was the inside of a
computer. You walk along the
motherboard between memory slots
and processors; when in the
amphitheatre images are projected on
a graphic board and you sit on
condensers.

from 2004, born after the previous
Alphaville Herald founded by the
philosophy professor Peter Ladlow,
whose aim was to study the legal,
social and economic implications of
virtual worlds. It has many thousands
of readers each day, and it deals with
issues- even burning- emerging from
virtual worlds in a direct and tough
way; The Metaverse Messenger , a real
newspaper for a virtual world, with a
layout similar to a high-resolution
colour newspaper.

The situation on the whole is yet quite
experimental but the arrival of official
media is destined to change the
panorama of press in SL which so far
has been developing through
independent projects such as blogs,
and editorial initiatives. Many to be
highlighted: among the first ones,
New World Notes, directed since
2003 by Wagner James Au , who was
already a journalist from Wired and
one of the first professional journalists
in SL under the name of Hamlet
Linden; The Second Life Herald
directed by Urizenus Sklar and active

.

A wide confrontation on the in-world
press (within SL) took place on the 15
th of October during the third
meeting on European Kuurian
Expedition , the scientific expedition
through virtual worlds, professor
Edward Castronova of Indiana
University has started and which was
coordinated for Europe by Mario
Gerosa (aka Frank Koolhaas). In the
convention room of the Parioli, the
Italian Sim of Bruno Cerboni (aka
Bruno Echegaray) in a holodeck
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creating as background the image of
the Coliseum, they have dealt with
issues such as press independence,
the advertisement role, the need to
develop magazines specialized on
fashion, architecture, design, art as
well as newspapers. There were
different newspapers present in SL,
projects held by a single person and
projects with their own editorial
staffs.

are absolutely true magazines with an
accurate layout such as Second Style
by Celebrity Trollop, a fashion
magazine, presenting collections for
avatars, following and laying down
trends in SL.
During the meeting, Miller Coopland
presented his first number of In The
Grid , a new cultural magazine of
Second Life with 42 pages, with
interviews to artists, programmers,
which is downloable for free. Many
participated to the debate: there were
Korbin King from Omg magazine ,
Hipernova Sol di Vistas on Second
Life, Garret Bakalava from VXM
Voodoo Estreme Magazine . And,
naturally, me for Digimag!

Newspapers and magazines of
Second Life have different versions,
From Prim to Print”, as Ute Hicks
considers his SL Business , that is to
say the version as a 3D object to be
glanced at, up to the PDF to
download and print. The PDF versions
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At the reception of Wired’s office
there is ShanVenus Magnolia who
welcomes me warmly. I ask her:”
Wired have decided to enter in SL?”
ShanVenus Magnolia: “Although SL
has been around for a few years it is
now coming to fruition, sort like the
Internet was in 1993, we want to be a
part of that”.
Digicult too!.

.

It is a fundamental moment, from
small independent publications with
one table and four chairs as their head
office, up to press giants: it is the sign
of a big change what you notice in SL
those days.

www.myfirstsecondlife.com
secondlife. reuter s.com
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Kinkaleri. Beyond The Wall
Massimo Schiavoni

same, between pure sarcasm and
pure loneliness, between obsessively
coordinated choreography and the
absence  essence of the horizontal
scene as a pure stable point. We are
beyond the subject, beyond the word
and the looks, beyond the daily and
the delight for the codes and the
conventions, beyond the theatre,
what remains? Nothing if not the
already seen and the already
assimilated.

We’ll have to wait the next 23rd
November before some Japanese not
only full of eastern popular traditions
but also opened to the new western
world in the Beijing of the new
cultural, multi-ethnical and multisocial winds, can admire the less
conventional but more surprising
work of the Florentine group Kinkaleri.

We are beyond the wall, the scenic
one, made of details and memory. We
are beyond the wall of the aesthetic
and the so-called autonomy
contemporary of the art, beyond the
Chinese wall as a metaphor that is
redundant but functional, heavy and
old in the collective vision but
transfigurable, what is enough, to
understand, to arrive, and to cross the
borders of the mise en scene.

We’ll have to wait the “Italian year in
China” event and enter in the Oriental
Pioneer theatre to value and confirm
the not often respected in homeland
talents in order to find the only place
where we can stay: – UBU prize in
2002 for the best performance of
theaterdance of the year. Outside the
schemes of the dramaturgy from the
gender archetypes, outside the
unspeakable and the undeniable, we
can find us inside a performance
between comedy and the drop of the
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programs, finding an important
recognition on the Italian and above
all global scenery of research.

.

The scene is filled for more than an
hour from comings and goings, from
ballets and gymnastic elements, from
walks and silences, from immobilized
falls. I could say it was slowly
organized and mathematically
probed. There were laughs and
freeze-frame in the audience, which
decides the path. It was an active
multiplier as a human recorder
keeping in memory songs from the
headsets, drinks and food, the laying
of a cover and the staging of a tent.
And again: white sauce, cans of honey
to throw up, packs of flour for artificial
explosions, scotch tape to stay in
balance and, who knows, to seem like
dead people. And then biscuits,
ovaltine, cream cake, cans of beer,
milk and tuna, crossroads and oneway to mark the way of our civility.

.

Debuted at the Studio Theatre in
Scandici, from 16 th to 23 rd January
2003, after a series of studies
presented at the Gallery of
contemporary Art in Bologna within
the Festival Non Io, at the Fabbricana
theatre in Prato, at the Festival
Primavera of the theatres of
Castrovillari as well as at the
international Festival in Polverigi, Paris
and Batofar.

Kinkaleri was born in 1995 as grouping
of formats and poised tools in the
pursuit. Matteo Bambi, Luca
Camilletti, Massimo Conti, Marco
Mazzoni, Gina Monaco, Cristina Rizzo
meet their experiences and precedent

Kinkalery say: ” is empty, the only
place where we can stay, wait, see, lift
head, see the aeroplanes and point
them. It can explode in worldwide
telecast. This isn’t a subject. We have
no words; we can avoid the
bewildered look of my cat. Rather
than representation of the memory,
trusts the mechanisms of logic
association
tied
with
the
representation, creating in who is

studies in various domains, with the
intention to realize specific projects,
requesting so the will to work with
concrete ideas and always caring all
the aspects necessary to the creation
of their activity: programming,
ideation, dramaturgy, distribution and
management. The kinkaleri’s works
received hospitality in many hybrid
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seeing a series of processes which
must connect different plans and
heights. The recalled memory
therefore is the memory that the
public, who has to associate,
recognize, catalogue, confuse,
decides to use. Let’s imagine as a
overlapping of transparent layers
where what was marked before from
a finished action can remain on the
visible scene and also in pause.

the communication. The space in its
shape is a direct expression of the
relationship which ties the scene and
the audience where we loose the
limits of those who create the event.
A space path and signed by hatchings
of independent actions strictly tied
each other up to be perceived as a
unity, by a linear time and by the
finished associations. The show could
end after the first fall; the remaining is
a note at the foot of the page. In
everything had been already seen,
assimilated as part of our daily habitat
of imaginary and rhythm: for example
the songs which from the headset
provide the sound basics and are part
of an hypothetical compilation of
tracks which everybody knows and
recognizes as signs of their own
personal and collective time. Nothing
is revealed, nothing is proposed as a
reflection on the new because the
contemporary mechanism of signs
elaboration shows the failure of the
human constructions to avoid its
nature. He prefers always the copy to
the original, jumbles of the memory of
the subject who sees, elaborates,
recognizes, places, reassures, dies,
revives as inexorability of a human
condition of infinite loneliness which
thinks to avoid us only reproducing
just like that.

.

Then the same objects, or the
memory of finished actions, can be
picked up again for a new use or to
reconnect and bring to a conclusion
an action left hanging previously,
reversing what before happened on
other communication levels. In
substance each object and each
action revolving vortically round
themselves becoming each time
different signs multiplying the
mechanisms of the language and of
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the obscenity of that act, the
pornography of the look whose lives
in it. The described path, the
components of the result, produces
those little unspeakable miracles due
to casual coincidences.
The truths of a miraculous poem hide
only in the pitiless vision of an idea.
The creation itself suggests the idea
of the crime; the criminal with their
act without a project are the real
artists and a concept is created on the
empty scene in the flotation of the
findings which unveil the tracks of
unlikely acts. Seeing a body which
acts on itself is the result of that effort
and we believe that if that gesture
had been inverted to pitiless essence
it would be a miracle.

Was not built starting from the
humour, or better what is considered
as amusement or laugh is a remainder
comparable to what come back after
having bought something. If in we
laugh this happens in the tragedy of
recognizing in that segments of not
finished action a condition of what
had been already seen by our
civilization. It is the limit of human
things and of the world. The presence,

www.kinkaleri.it
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Machinima By Eddo Stern
Domenico Quaranta

performance in which the players
controlled their avatar on the screen-a
feathered devoted to fight against
other cocks- with their own bodies
disguised and sensors provided;
Runners (1999  2000) , in which the
player controls with the same
movements of the mouse three
different avatars in Everquest,
selecting which one to rescue and
which one to sacrifice.

The widespread tendency to identify
new technology with innovation,
leads
to
a
rather
banal
misunderstanding, according to which
new media artists are all innovators.
The artists able to use the tool in an
innovative way are actually a few.

On another side, Eddo Stern has
experimented with video, carrying out
some remarkable examples of
machinima .

Eddo Stern is probably one of the few
cases where both of the two
preliminary remarks are actually
fulfilled. Israeli living in Los Angeles,
he recently attracted the audience’s
attention with Dark Game (2006) , a
videogame prototype where the two
rivals are deprived of their sight: an
experiment preceded by complex
projects such as Tekken Torture
Tournament (2001), a tournament of
Tekken 3 in which the blows given by
avatars were transferred to the
players through electric shocks;
Cockfight Arena (2001) , a

.

The first one, Sheik Attack, dates back
1999, but it had already an
extraordinary maturity. The debate on
the Zionist utopia, from the dream of
rebuilding the state of Israel up to the
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current tragic situation, is told
through a soundtrack of Israel
traditional songs and the editing of a
series of scenes shot in games such as
Sim City , Delta Force, Command &
Conquer. The low – resolution editing
is in stark contrast to the strong
emotive impact of the soundtrack,
while Stern manages to transform the
expressive limits of the tool, the
repetitive nature of the gestures, the
lack of dialogues and especially the
first person shooter visual (which
seems to give the spectator the
responsibility of the protagonists’
actions- such as a prisoner
assassinated point- blank- without
having the opportunity to intervene)

into a resource of the tool.
In Vietnam Romance , 2003, Stern
uses plenty of fragments of shotings
in different games inspired to the war
in Vietnam to pay tribute to the
correspondent
(and
lucky)
cinematographic genre, from
Apocalypse Now to Platoon:
accomplice a soundtrack turning
some famous hits of the Seventies
into MIDIs , trying to evoke the feeling
of nostalgia connecting to a war seen
by many of us just through
Hollywood. The opening scene is
phenomenal, with a prostitute
parading through desolated outskirts
on the notes of These Boots by Nancy
Sinatra, showing all her polygons.
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Persuaded that tenants are “defective
human beings”, Leslie Shirley  a world
she invented during the building of
her credible and reassuring landlady
character  she capitalizes on their dirt
habits, trying to get the best from her
investment, up to come to blows with
Latin-American criminality ruling Los
Angeles slums.
.

Deathstar (2004) is a video in which
violence-against a single body, Osama
Bin Laden’s- is so close to seem
abstract. The work edits a series of
sequences shot in different games
devoted to the assassination of the
public enemy number one, together
with Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the
Christ soundtrack, as if trying to
compare two different versions-and
yet individually similar- of the media
representation of death.

.

To give a credible context to this
narration, Stern relies on GTA San
Andreas urban sets and to The Sims
when he needed to stage Leslie
Shirley , her character is of a polite
and obliging home owner living in a
clean and tidy” country cottage”. In
other words, according to Stern,
machinima isn’t a sort of economic
tool to shot a traditional movie in a
virtual world, but a language provided
with its own expressive potentialities
the artist takes advantage of in order
to build a narration.

With Landlord Vigilante (2006) , his
last machinima (in Monza up to the
end of October), Stern seems to
gather eventually the challenge of the
creation of an individual psychology,
defying once again the limits of the
tool. In order to do it, he resorts to
Jessica Hutchins ‘s collaboration, artist
and writer, and gets inspiration from a
real person, his ex-homeowner, a
cynic and strong woman, who, driving
a taxi in Los Angeles has been saving a
good sum of money she used in order
to buy some buildings to rent.

The chapter “Mirrors” is a model on
the matter. While Leslie Shirley tells
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her relationship with her body and the
progressive building of her character
(avatar?), Stern shoots her close-up, in
front of a mirror while holding a
camera as if it was a fusil and,
pointing the sight at herself, she takes
a picture of herself. Using the
iconography of first person shooters,
Eddo Stern illustrates a process
(psychological) of deconstruction and
construction of an identity, showing
the expressive potentialities of a new

language, but which is getting too
rapidly used to mime old media.

www.eddostern.com/
www.kcet.org/explore-ca/california-s
tories/games/landlord-vigilante/
www.clarart.com/gamescapes.htm
www.machinima.com/
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Video Online, The End Of The Beginning
Beatrice Bonfanti

Lycos).
Then the blog born. A simple website,
a sort of personal online diary, that
evolved with the market uses and
interests. It got bigger and bigger, to
the point of being part of the most
famous journal, where every reporter
comments events related to its area.
There are blog from the radio, such as
“Il blog della Pina”, a young Milan
singer that works as speaker, or blog
from the TV, such as the “Avere
vent’anni” Mtv program blog, where
the author’s just let people do the
talking.

The Net is the most huge
communication prosthesis ever
created. It is part of the definition
“new media” and it is therefore
different from the “old media”. The
distinction is necessary as the Net can
be considered a real new media, a big
ensemble with numerous subsystem,
included the traditional media. We
can in fact ear all the radios
poadcasting their programs online but
also download old TV shows.
It is possible to see the last IENE
episode or know what BLOB will
transmit, more than send video or
signals. On line rules the user centred
system, that means give the
possibility to manage their own
contents depending on their own
preferences, as some sites that
initially gave the opportunity to create
a free personal page (Geosites or

.

During a meeting at the Biciclette in
Milan, transmitted live online on
Skype, the director of Technocrati, a
well-known research engine for blog,
made an Italian top of the blog, where
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is explicit the importance of the
page-ranking. So there’s people like
Marco Montemagno from Reporter
diffuso , transmission of Sky, that
contrast BLOGO with Blogsfere , a
network of blog that covers the
majority of interests with blog by
experts, journalists and curious.

.

The TV has several controls on what is
transmitted, controls that don’t exist
online. These kind of websites are
totally managed by their users.
Moreover the video is an instrument
of supremacy, as it is possible to
capture hidden images without being
seen, but even a violence since it
violates the privacy.

From the blog point we got into the
new phenomena of the Net, the video
, that saw in a few months the
creation of online sites that allow the
users to upload their videos. There are
lots of website, with quite the same
graphic layout. The most used is
Youtube , recently bought by Google.
There are though many others, such
as Flux by Mtv Italia, where the best
videos are chosen and streamed free
on TV. There’s Reever , the first
website that allows the videomaker to
earn something, paying the visits
received. Or Dabble , a research
engine, and Blip.tv , that allows the
upload of long video on your own
website without links or spots.

This has been a theme of the meeting
about the viral videos during the film
festival in Milan , organized by the
group Esterni from Milan at the Borsa
Democratica del Cinema area. It’s
been intituled “The viral book trailer,
new media for traditional media” and
subtitled “sexy video”, and it’s about
the possibility to create video trailers
of books and diffuse them online after
the publication, as happened in the
famous Melissa P. case.
Antonio Caronia , from Naba , in his
speech cited three names:
Wittgenstein, Barroughts and
Clarence . He initially talked about the
writing as biological form and about
the viral as life form. The viral video as
surprise-innovation that becomes
reality. Paolo Pedercini from
Molleindustria has contested the
position of video trailer to promote
books, anticipating the several
comments on how the video can be a
limit for the imagination that the

NBC is a clear example, that once
uploaded its video on Youtube and
now has an own site dedicated to the
videos.
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lecture offer.

viralvideo.it dedicated to the viral
video. Freedom is not a virus, spread
the contagion!.

.

The viral video in Italy links to the
movement of Guerrilla marketing. In

.

fact Ninjamarketing was present at
the meeting and talked about the
huge success of youtube, with its
65.000 video uploads a day, the
success of a guitarist famous thanks
to the Net but also the low resolution
of online videos.

David Moore by Getdemocracy.com
affirms that more and more people
are detaching by the traditional TV,
moving the attention on online
videos. The video pierced the most
important online portal, but also the
universities that proposes the
streaming of live lessons, events and
meeting.

The viral video term, in a deeper
definition, refers not only to the
amateur videos, but also to the video
contaminated by market exigencies or
by the attempt to control the
communication. Diffused videos to
communicate messages of marketing
and control on the market tendency.
Everything on this visible video is able
to reveal interests for the market, to
diffuse and visually impose the
product. Most of all in a video seen by
million of users.

The diffusion of online videos is linked
to the ADSL usage and the circulation
of video-cellphone, with whom
everyone can make videos and upload
them online. It is useless be
astonished by the variety of videos
that mirror the diversity of the human
race. Jovanotti shoot a video with his
cellphone and Daniele Bossari has
been one of the first cell-blogger of
Italy .

So here’s the spreading of trailers,
short spots but also a website

From the evolution of the blog start
the vlog (video + blog = vlog) . As the
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blog, its first application is online
diary. In this case with the video. The
phenomena is widespread in the U.S. ,
where the first conference of vlog
took place this year in San Francisco .
VlogEurope is an website of European
vloggers that will meet in Milan in
November for the meeting
Vlogeurope2006 created by tvblob .

Vascellari exported in Basel . Not all
seen is real and the diffusion of the
second virtual life this border is
getting thinner and thinner. It will be
useful to peer intently.
This is the reason why school and
festivals dedicated to the new media
and meta-mediatic research born
continuously. Not always though the
message is hidden, it can also have
any sense. And disturbing Watzlawick
and the axioms of communication, I’d
like to close saying: “It is impossible
NOT communicate”.

http://www.iene.mediaset.it/progra
mma/ultimapuntata.shtml
.

http://www.blob.rai.it/notesapp/blo
b/PuntateBlob.nsf?OpenDatabase

The videogame world give birth to a
new trend: the machinima, film from
the videogame ambient. Moreover,
the diffusion of 3D communities such
as Habbo or Second Life , the videos
record the behaviour of participants,
interesting point for a sociological
research. Machinima has its own
festival and the Mtv virtual game
Laguna Beach will be transmitted on
TV.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v
jbDTP5tFS0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s
wosO92L5ng
www.molleindustria.it
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_
Internet_phenomena#Videos
http://www.getdemocracy.com

From TV to videogame, from
videogame to TV, from TV to radio,
from radio to the Net: a real game
with the media as in the performance
of the cycle Grat Circle by Nico

http://www.ngvision.org/
http://www.vloggercon.com/
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http://www.vlogeurope.com

http://www.machinima.com/article.p
hp?article=455

http://www.viralvideo.it/
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Jankowski, Ahtila: Psyche In Video
Monica Ponzini

of mind and a cinematographic genre.

You need a little bit of sense of
humour to face horror. This seems to
be the moral lesson of the tales of
ordinary craziness by two videoartists whose technique and thematic
are very different.

.

Angels of Revenge (2006) is a new
video for which Jankowski asked
contestants from a costume contest
at a horror film conference to recount
acts of betrayal and tell stories of
imagined retribution. The video goes
with a series of photographs showing
the protagonists and their revenge
letters.

Christian Jankowski’s and Eija-Liisa
Ahtila‘s exhibitions take place in New
York respectively at The Kitchen and
at MoMA. There are monsters seeking
revenge, philosopher werewolves,
women trapped in existential crisis
and very personal daily hells, mind
dark rooms. The two artists explore
social ties with subtle irony.

Lycan Theorized (2006) evolved out of
a real horror film. He intervened into
the script  which contains all the
werewolves movies clichés  with
quoted observations on the
philosophy and nature of horror
generated from conversations with
high-profile academics and cultural
historians working in the field. The
black and white 16mm silent film

The New York-based German artist
loves to involve a range of non-artists
in the creative development of his
works. His exhibition, called Us and
Them presents a series of dreamlike
situations focused on horror as a state
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titled Playing Frankenstein features
Jankowski challenging a Frankenstein
impersonator to a game of chess
mixing again fiction, extracts and
reality.

perspectives of a single breakdown: a
confused and angry young woman
invites, in a sense, a strong wind to
scatter everything in her apartment to
free herself from phobias and
obsessions.
This installation also appears as a
single-screen episode in her featurelength film Love is a Treasure (2002): 5
women tell about their fantasies and
neurosis mixing happiness and
bitterness through real and mental
landscapes.
These two exhibitions gently
investigate on common feelings and
troubles we often hide behind a mask
or in our unconscious, but ready to
unexpectedly kick up.

.

The more intimate Finnish artist Ahtila
is well-known for her desperate
household female descriptions.
MoMA’s presentation of The Wind is
the first exhibition of Ahtila’s media
work in a New York museum. Her
three-screen,
fourteen-minute
installation offers simultaneous

www.thekitchen.org
www.moma.org
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http://www.kinkaleri.it
Machinima By Eddo Stern
http://www.eddostern.com/
http://www.kcet.org/explore-ca/california-stories/games/landlord-vigilante/
http://www.clarart.com/gamescapes.htm
http://www.machinima.com/
Video Online, The End Of The Beginning
http://www.iene.mediaset.it/programma/ultimapuntata.shtml
http://www.blob.rai.it/notesapp/blob/PuntateBlob.nsf?OpenDatabase
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjbDTP5tFS0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swosO92L5ng
http://www.molleindustria.it/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Internet_phenomena#Videos
http://www.getdemocracy.com/
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http://www.ngvision.org/
http://www.vloggercon.com/
http://www.vlogeurope.com/
http://www.viralvideo.it/
http://www.machinima.com/article.php?article=455
Jankowski, Ahtila: Psyche In Video
http://www.thekitchen.org/
http://www.moma.org/
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